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Young Husband Slays WifeAttemptisSuidde
Elderly Man Says He
Was Pistol-Whipped
Striking a Negro minister
over the head with a pistol,
after he went to the Person
Avenue Grocery store to in-
quire -about the mistreatment
of some children is expected
to cost a grocer his business
• this week.
A picket line of young peo-
ple and a boycott sponsored by
the Oklahoma-Lauderdale Civic
League almost forced the store
to close an Monday, and the
pickets vowed to stay on the
line until the grocer named
Potts closed permanently.
The victim of the beating
was Rev. William N. Pruitt of
1713 Norfolk, who up until
his retirement in July 1966 had
been head custodian at Booker
T. Washington High school.
The incident occurred on
Tuesday, May 2, according to
Rev. Pruitt. He said that his
wife had given his oldest step-
child, Marva Forndren. 14, a
half dollar to divide with sev-
eral of the younger children.
and she went to the Person
Avenue Grocery store to get
change and give each one his
share.
The grocer, who Rev. Pruitt
said appeared to be about his
own age, 68, grumbled, finally
gave the girl the change, and
then said, "You just do this
to beat me out of tax," and
told them to get eut.
As the girl was shepherding
the youngsters out of the store,
she said the grocer took the
lid off a candy jar, threw it
and hit her on the leg.
41 told her to just be calm,
and I would go around and
get his side of the story," Rev.
Pruitt said,.
"When we got around there,
he was waiting on a customer.
As he finished, I asked him if
it were true that he had thrown
the top and hit the girl, and
he said, ̀ Naw, I don't know a
thing about it. It might have
(Continued On Page 2)
Henry Baskins Honored
As 'Man Of The Year
Henry Baskins, president of
the Weaver Road-West Junction
Civic club, was honored as
"Man of the Year For Civic
Affairs" in an Honors Day
program held at the Weaver
Road School on Sunday, April
30.
Mr. Baskins was honored for
his efforts which resulted in
fire protection and sewers for
communities in South Shelby
County.
Mr. Basking led a march to
the County Courthouse last
August demanding such serv-
ices for homeowners there, in-
cluding water and gas, as are
available for citizens living in-
side the city.
The demand came after a
number of homes in the county
were burned to the ground.
Three fire stations have been
built following the march led
by Mr. Baskins, and fire in-
surance rates have been low-
ered.
A supervisor with the Mem-




A 28-year-old man who was
accidentally shot in the left
side last Friday evening by an
off-duty police lieutenant re-
mained in fair condition at
John Gaston hospital early this
week.
Nathaniel Morris of 530 Bun
tyn st. was struck by a bullet
fired from the service revolver
of Police Lieut. Ben Whitney
while shaving in the bathroom
of his mother, Mrs. Olhe Hin-
ton, at 816 Randle st.
According to Insp. N. E.
Zachary, chief of Homicide Di-
vision where Lieut. Whitney is
assigned, the veteran officer,
his wife, Mrs. Carrie Whitney,
and a Mrs. Luella Jackson,
were seated in the home, when
the officer, who lived at 812
Randle, became uncomfortable
and decided to take his pistol
off.
tz was taking it out of
the holster, it fired, striking
Mr. Morris, who was stand-
ing in a line from the living
room.
Mr. Whitney reported the in-
cident tiropolice and was sus-
pended pending an investiga-
tion.
The shooting occurred about
6:20 p.m. last Friday.
HENRY BASKINS
Mr. Baskins was presented a
key to the county by Commis-
sioner James Moore and a key
to the City of Memphis and an
Award of Merit by Mayor Wil-
liam B. Ingram, Jr. He was
crowned with an elaborate
headpiece.
The guest speaker was C. B
Myers, president of the Hyde
Park-Hollywood Civic Club.
Wesley Nathaniel, Sr., was
master of ceremonies. Music
was furnished by the male
chorus of Mt. Pisgah Baptist
church and the chorus of Geet-
er High school.
Officers of the civic club
*ere installed by Juvenile
Court Judge Kenneth Turner.





Clettis Gene Jordan, 25, of
1433 Fairview told police he
was just walking down the
street last Saturday evening,
minding his own business, when
some person he had never
seen before came up and sho,
him and ran away,
But following an investiga-
tion, officers arrested his girl
friend, Mrs. Catherine H. Mor-
ris of 694 Edith. The incident
bad occurred in a tivern, and
witnesses said Jordan ran away
after he was shot and made
up the story to protect the
WOM all
Both were arrested. He wss
charged with malicious mis-
chief and assault and battery.
She was charged with shooting
inside the city and assault and
battery.
CIVIC LEAGUE'S TAR- I
GET — A boycott by the
Oklahona-Landerdale Civic
League is in progress this
week at the Penes Avows ment of children and the1
Grocery store at the earner pistol-beating of their elder.
of Gaither and Person as a br stepfather, Rev. William
result of alleged mistreat., M. Pruitt. Trade at the
COURAGE — WITH SADNESS
Viet Veteran
Tells His View
By WALTER CHALMF:RS JR.
One afternoon, after returning
to Memphis from Vietnam, I
went (in uniform) to one of my
favorite cafes and, as I sat
drinking a beer, a man said,
"You go to Vietnam to fight a
war, when you return home
you have to fight another one."
I thought a second and re-
plied, "Home •„.as one of the
reasons that I went to fight
because this is my home." Then
he said "Yes, but all the -rou-
ble the Negroes are having
here in the States .
I interrupted, "Sure we Ne-
grJes have it kind of tough
due to the fact that America
has a racial problem which is
really a mental problem.
Americans have followed a
pattern so long that a new one
is going to take a little time
getting used to."
Tho, man asked me what I
me.nt by that and I said, as
a 'for instance', if you take a
man off the street who has
never been in the service and
put him in the service then
his new life is going to seem
like bell at first: yet after a
length of time he will begin
to adiost and understand.
I heard another man say,
"Sure isn't any understanding
or adjustment here." I said,
"That's because someone want
to see something happen in
his lifetime and someone else
wants to see something not
happen in his lifetime." A lis-
Iner asked for an explanation.
answered. "Your grand-
mother didn't get a chance to
see her great-grandchild go to
an all white school, but it hap-
pened.
"Take two soldiers of dif-
ferent races who are assigned
to the same platoon," I con-
tinued, "Before their time is
up they are best friends. Be.
cause, by having to adjust to
each other they have developed
a mutual respect."
Someone else asked, "Ser-
store had been reduced to
a trickle, the young people
said on Monday, the second
day sf the picket lines.
41110111111111 61111411/1111111111111PIPIPMPROMUI
Sergeant Walter Chalmers,
Jr. assigned to Special Ser-
vices Supply, 19th General
Support Group, EASCOM, re-
cently returned Stateside from
Vietnam where he was
wounded during an action in
which many other members
of his unit lost their lives.
The sergeant, a Negro, de-
cribes a discussion in which
he participated on afternoon
In Memphis, Tenn.
'Alumnus Of Year' Is
Mgrehouse President
Wife Shot 4 Times
As She Tries To Hide
A 23-year-old husband, who, When they arrived at the
kidnapped his wife and threat- factory, they saw the car, went
ened to kill her if she left his over to inspect it, and found
auto, parked in front of a chair Mrs. Nunley lying on the floor
factory in Walls, Miss., carried boards. She told her mother
out his threat last Monday and sister that Nunley had
afternoon and then shot him- told" her if she left he would
self through the heart, kill her.
The victim was Mrs. Mildred
Nunley, 21 who had been living
with her mother, Mrs. Johnnie
Mae Brown at 960 Heywood
Pl. Her sister, Mrs. Hattie
Parsons was shot through the
right wrist. In John Gaston
hospital's Intensive Care Unit,
but expected to recover, is
Robert Nunley, 23, of 1043 Mel-
rose St.
The tragic event of the day
began early Monday as Mrs.
Nunley was going to work at
a local laundry and her hus-
band forced her to get into his
auto and travel to Walls with
him. He told her to lie on the4
floor of the car while he put
in a days work at the chair
factory.
When her sister noticed that
she had not arrived at the
laundry where the two worked.
she notified Mrs. Brown and
they had John Willie Dean, 28,
 of 1383 Hemlock, drive them to
walls. Nunley had kidnapped
his estranged wife and carried
her there once before. (Continued On Page 2)
Dr, Hugh M. Gloster of on Friday night, May 26. Twelve
Hampton, Va., newly elected
president of Morehouse College
in Atlanta, has been voted Le-
Moyne College's "Outstanding
Alumnus of the Year."
Dr. Gloster, presently dean
of faculty at Hampton Institute,
will be presented a plaque at an
alumni luncheon scheduled for
May 27. He was graduated
from LeMoyne in 1929 when
it was a junior college.
The honor to be bestowed
upon Dr. Gloster, a native
Memphian, will highlight the
annual meeting of LeMoyne's
General Alumni Association and
e reunion of LeMoynites who
were graduated from the col-
• daring years ending in 7.
Reunion activity will kick
off with a "Chance '67" talent
show featuring the Douglass
High School Glee Club, trained
and directed by Omar Robin-
son. The show is scheduled for
Bean Hall. starling at 8:L5i
Council Meets May 21
The scheduled meeting of the
Bluff City and Shelby County
Council of Civic Clubs for 1day
14, has been postponed and
will be held on May 21, at
WT. W. ClIALNERS, JR.
geant, why did you go to Viet-
nam?" I replied that it wasn't
because it was my job as a
soldier bu* because It was my
duty as an Am erican. Then I
heard a person say, "He
doesn't have a country to fight
for."
My eyes filled with tears as
I visualized the faces of my
dead friends and the hell we
went through. I guess the peo-
(Continued On Page 2)
Jeff's Drive-In
Scene Of Shooting
James Charles Lyles, 26, was
shof in the upper chest early
Saturday morning at Jeff's
Drive-In Barbecue at 361 But-
ler st., but no one would give
police the name of the person
responsible for the incident.
Lyles and some identified
persons were reportedly argu-,
the Sarah Brown branch of thel ing about a girl just before, he
YWCA at 1 p.m. I was shot around 2 a.m. Sat-
Frank Kilpatrick is president' urday.
of the organization. He is in John Gaston hospita1.1
STUDENT DEMONSTAR-
TION — Owen college stn.
dents staged a demonstra-
tion last Friday morning
to protest a proposed mer-
youngsters are competing for
the title of Miss or Mr. Chance
'67 in a ticket-selling contest.





ger of the two-year junior
college with LeMoyne col-
lege, and seen addressing
the young people, left of
sign, is Dr. C. L. Dinkins,
While they were talking Nun-
ley came out, began arguing,
finally said, "Go on and take
her back."
As they were returning to
Memphis, he followed, and
rammed the car in the rear a
couple of times. As they got
to 4515 Highway 61 South, they
pulled up to McLemore Market
and all ran inside, while
Nunley pulled in, parked and
followed them into the grocery
store.
Nunley chased them around
the store for a while, and as
his wife cowered near a check-
out counter, he leaned over
and shot her four times, once
in the neck and three times in
the back killing her almost
instantly. He shot Mrs. Par-
sons in the right wrist and
waved the pistol at his 68-year-
old mother-in-law before driv-
ing off.
One of the clerks in the
store called the sheriff's office,
P. Nabors, Sr., veteran con-
tractor, insurance broker and
real estate salesman, were held
on Tuesday morning at the
First Baptist Church Lauder-
dale.
Mr. Nabors died last Satur-
day at the Okeefe Nursing
Home, where he had been liv-
ing since the death of his son
William F. "Bill" Nabors,
well-known public housing proj-
ect manager and Coca-Cola
public relations employe, last
winter. He was 79.
A native of Arkansas, be
came to Memphis to attend
LeMoyne when it was a big high
school, and then went into the
building construction trade and
prospered. He later operated
a fire and automobile insur-
ance business on Hernando,
and liked to show newspaper
•
the president. Dr. Dikins
told newsmen that a pro-
posed community college for
this part of the state will re-
sult in a drastic reduction in
Emmett P. Nabors, Sr.,
Dies At Nursing Home
Funeral services for Emmett clippings from European news-
papers about a grandson he
had helped get a musical edu-
cation in Europe and who is
now a successful concert pian-
ist.
He is survived by a son,
J. W. Nabors of Cleveland,
Ohio, five grandchildren, three
great-grandchildren, and other
relatives.
Officiating at the funeral was
the pastor, Rev. H. C. Nabrit,
assisted by Elder Blair T.
Hunt, pastor of Mississippi
Blvd. Christian church.
Pallbearers were Edgar H.
Davis, Sr., James V. Rhodes,
Samuel F. Scott. Charles T.
Wells, B. C. Moore and Dr.
C. E. Taylor.
Interment was in Elmwood
cemetery. T. H. Hayes and
Sons Funeral Home was in
charge of arrangements.
the enrollment of the church-
sponsored school. Tuition at
the state supported commu-
nity college would be about





• Grocery signs said that both NegroesYoungsters manning picket Young
▪ (Continued From Page 1) and whites had stopped trading
, at the grocery store since they
•fallen off itself and hit her "'started carrying the signs last,
DEFENDER
.7. When he continued to dis- Saturday. and a bread deliv-
- cuss the matter, Rev. Pruitt eryman reported that only one
; said the grocer yelled, -What loaf of bread he had left
ii... are you doing? Calling roe a s
aturday was gone when he
liv. g-- d-- he," pulled a nickel- returned on Monday.
plated pistol from beneath the .11.
.it counter, jumped up on the
t
sp. his head with the butt so hard Alumnus1' counter and smashed him over
• that the trigger was jammed.
• fusely, Rev. Pruitt said ba The annual meeting is seised-
- went to a cousin's house and uled for Saturday morning,
called police, who then went May 27, followed by LeMoyne
to the grocery store, which by
▪ then was closed.
AV He said the officers kicked
1; on the door until the man
opened it. and the pistol was attend Second Congregational
found lying on the counter. It Church in a body the following
was fully loaded. Sunday morning.
After talking with the grocer,
police arrested both men on
charges of assault and battery,
with Potts having the added
Robber Evades
Despite the fact that all of
the previous robbers of Mutual
Federal Savings and Loan As-
sociation at 588 Vance avenue
have been captured and are
either in prison or dead, one of
1 its erstwhile depositors could
With his head bleeding pro- 1 (Continued From Page I) 
loot resist the temptation last
week —Tuesday. May 3 — to
 
rob the institution of an esti-
mated $1,600.
Since that time, Clarence
Henry Hudson, 20, who had
several addresses in the Foote
and Cleaborn Homes area, has
been a hunted man, with the
Memphis Police Department
and the Federal Bureau of In-
vestigation trying to discover
his whereabouts.
Hudson was already on the
local police's "wanted list"
after jumping from an auto-
mobile and fleeing following
the pistol holdup of another
firm less than a mile from
Mutual Federal in April.
Lawrence Wade, manager of
Mutual Federal, said Hudson
came to the building at about
1:35 p.m. on May 3. when
President Hollis F. Price's an-
nual luncheon for alumni. A
social affair is scheduled for
that evening, and alumni will
Mrs. Ethyl Venson is general
chairman and Samuel Helm,
co-chairman, of the reunion.
Elmer L. Henderson is national
charge of carrying a pistol.
"Then the police put hand-
president of the General Alum-
cuffs on me," he said, "while 
ni Association.
they let him ride along with-
bleeding, and they carried mei hiusbanclout them. My hea
d was still
to John Gaston hospital where'
I was chained to a bed." , (Continued From Page 1)
Rev. Pruitt said Potts was Mrs. Grace Brown, a teller.
slightly hurt in a scuffle at gave the description of Nunley was the only one in that part
the store, and when the two of and the license number of his of the building.
them were carried to Gaston's car and a broadcast was made. A messenger had just been
Emergency Room, doctors im- Sgt. W. L. Maley, Jr., spotted sent on an errand, and it was
mediately waited on Potts, the car a short while later. On during that time that Hudson
while he had to wait from 7
to 10 that night before a nurse
came and checked his blood
pressure. which was extremely
high.
The doctor who waited on
me treated me like I was an
animal.' he said, "sloshing
some fluid all over my face
and clothing, and finally put
three stitches to close the
wound.
Both men appeared in City
Court the following day before
Judge Bernie Weinman, who
Shelby Drive near Geeter High entered, made Mrs. Brown lie
school as Nunley was driving on the floor, and helped himself
in the opposite direction, then to the cash in the drawer.
turned around and followed A young woman noticed Hud-
him. son behind the counter, but he
Hodge and was stopped by
south on managed to leave the buildingHe continued east,
before she thought to notify
Sgt. Maley. As the officer was wllke.
approaching the vehicle and Hudson is a client of Atty.
calling to Nunley to surrender,
the man shot himself in the
left chest with a .22 caliber
pistol, the bullet going through
his heart. Mrs. Nunley and
her husband were the parents
dismissed the charges when of three small children, the
neither had witnesses to youngest barely a year old.
back up testimony. Funeral arrangements are
Mr. Potts was held to the incomplete. Southern Funeral
state on the carrying a pistol Home will be al charge.
America's Largest Selling 6 Year Old Kentucky Bourbon
Long Distance rates
are lowest all day Sunday.
And when you dial Long Distance calls
direct you save up to 35%
over person-to-person calls.
That makes Sunday calling even nicer.
Southern Bell
Long Distance (Interstate) Rate Chart
Walter Bailey, who has of-
flees at 588 Vance. He 068 eral establishments is the
reportedly out on ia at the greatest deterrent Mutual Fed-
time
il
 of the robbery eral has against hold-ups. It
employs no guardThe previous robbery of Mu-I
tual Federal occurred in May' 
of 1966, vvhen a gunman came, •
C. H. HUDSON
were flown to Chicago, and
they identified one of the
brothers as the 1968 hold-up
man, The Black brothers re-
ceived the death penalty.
A Memphian was arrested
and sentenced to Federal pri-
son for robbing Mutual Federal
in 1965 with a sawed-off shot-
gun. He was captured in St.
Louis, Mo. A number of per-
sons recognized him also, and
he was well-known in the
neighborhood near the loan
firm.
No one has ever been hurt
by the robbers, but Mr. Wade
said he did not know how long
the employees would be so
fortunate.
The law against robbing Fed-
SATURDAY, MAY 13, 19NT
SPELLING CHAMPION —
La Denim Perla% 13-year-old
daughter et Mr. and Mrs.
Waiter Perino of 1l56 Engle-
Weed at. ootspelled 46 other
children from four states to
win the title of best speller in
the Mid-South and a chance at
the national championship later
this spring. She is an eighth
grade Mantillas Junior high
school student, a member of
the Junior Naiad 'Amor So-
ciety, a piano sbadaat,,_ sad as
active member of M4. Nebo
Baptist church.
into the establishment and at Choir To Sing
pistol-point made one of the
tellers give him $2,100, while he
demanded that all others inside
of the office lie On the floor. tAt Independent
The robber was apprehended The Religious Youth Choir
later in Florida, and it wasi will sing at the Independent
discovered that he was one of
the notorious Black brothers of
Chicago, who were at the time
among the FBI's "Ten Most
Wanted' criminals. The two
Baptist Church on May 13 at
10 a.m. The church is located
at 729 Alston st.
Guest speakers will be Rev.
L. M. Henderson and Rev.
fugitives were wanted for kill- J. F. Maddril. Rev, J. L. Hall
big a policeman while escaping will give a blackboard talk.
from a Chicago robbery. , Rev. N. R Tunstall is pastor
Two Mutual Federal workers'of the church
HEY, NEIGHBOR!
Is the news of your
club, your church, your
school, your civic group
showing up in your
newspaper?
If it isn't, there's
something you should
do about it. Appoint a
public relations chair-
man. Have that person
call Tri State Defender,
JA 6-8397.
We'll explain how
your news should be
prepared, how it should
be sent in.
If you're not getting
your fair share of cover-
age, that's a situation
we can help you correct.
Old Taylor Presents: Ingenious Americans
Charles Richard Drew (1905-1950)
He found a way to save
lives by saving blood.
When someone needs a couple of pints
of blood for a transfusion, his doctor
simply telephones the local blood bank,
and the proper type and quantity will be
there in minutes.Wetake this for granted.
But what most of us don't realize is
thatonly twenty-five years ago this simple
phone call was impossible.
It was not until 1941 that Dr. Charles
Drew, then director of the British Blood
Plasma Project, introduced the revolu-
tionary idea of a central depository for
blood—a blood bank.
Drew's next step was to improve the
methods of preserving blood. And ,as the
first director of the American Red Cross
Blood Bank, he supplied much needed
plasma to the United States Armed
Forces.
But it was not only in the banking of
blood that Dr. Drew made his mark. In
the 1930's, as a professor and head of
surgery at Howard University Medical
Sc hool, Dr. Drew trained and encouraged
hundreds of young doctors. Under his
strong and inspired leadership, the en-
rollment at Howard swelled.
Shortly after the wart Dr. Drew was
named Surgical Consultant for the
United StatesArmy.Then,a year later, his
career was brought to an abrupt halt by
his untimely death in an automobile
accident.
Dr. Charles Drew left an enduring
mark in many fields. He had been an
outstanding athlete and coach, a mag-
netic speaker, an inspiring teacher and
dynamic administrator, a gifted scientist
and, above all, a skilled surgeon.
Memorials and monuments are un-
necessary, for that simple phone call
serves as a constant reminder of the
momentous contributions Dr. Charles
Richard Drew made to the world.
OLD TAYLOR
KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON
KENTUCKY STRAIGHT souteoN WHISKEY. 84 PROOF, THE ()ID TAYLOR DISTILLERY CO., FRANKFORT & LOUISVILLE, KY
would you like to own this handT.On111 sculptured bust of Dr Charles Richard Drew? It's 8" toll, mode of
• I antique bronze oast stone, and carries the complete Drew story. It costs $5 00 (which is whot it
costs us). Send check or money order to Old Taylor, Box 4865, Grond Central Sto., N.Y., N.Y. 10017.
Viet Vet
(Continued From Page 1)
pie around me could see that I
was angry. Mvbe they felt a
little of my pain because the
place was very quiet. As calm
as I could I said, "If we didn't
have Negro soldiers fighting for
our country, could Negro lead-
ers go to the President and say
'We the people of America'
want this or that?"
I left the bar to play the juke-
box and on my way back a
lady asked me to describe how
I could fight Viet Cong when
Negroes back home were s '-
tering: I said, "First, let me
remind you that I am a soldier
and soldiers think a little dif-
ferent than civilians. When I
walked through a Vietnamese
village and saw little children
with their heads cut off and a
pregnant woman ripped open
and her unborn child hanging
from a tree, I didn't think about
racial problems."
The lady thanked me. I left
the cafe and went tor a walk.
There was an old couple sitting
on their front porch. As I
neared them the old lady looked
at me with a smile on her face
and said, "Hello, soldier boy."
I returned her greeting. She
told me that her grandson was
in the Army and asked me if
I knew hi.n. I told her that the
Army is a big thing and that I
didn't know her grandson but
that someday maybe I woeld
meet him. As I turned to con-
tinue my walk, I heard her say,
"May God bless you."
A little further up the street
some children were playing in
a yard. They looked so happy
yet tiers came to my eyes as
I thought of some less for
innate little children in a far
away land. I stopped to watch
the kids play and one young
boy ran up to me and said,
"Are you a s.rgeant?" I said
yes, and he said, "Whoa I grow
up I am going to be a ser-
geant." At this moment I





Mrs. Ada Lewis was the
hostess to the Marie Baker
service club when it met at
the home of her daughter,
Mrs. Cordia Kelly of 1564 Han-
over st. recently.
With Mrs. Nellie Osborne, the
president in charge, plans
were made for the Fellowship
Tea to be held next Sunday,
May 14, at the resident of Mr.
and Mrs. J. H. Sanders of 841
Boston st.
The tea will be held from
4 to 6 p. m., and proceeds will
be given to Lee Cunningham,
the blind tenor.
Other members at the meet
log were Mrs. Alma Sonia.'
Mrs. Irene Sanders, Mrs. EiAel
Wynne, Mrs. Hattie Marahle.
Mrs. Linnie Johnson, Mr,;.
Ruby Biles, Mrs. Elizabethi
Harris, Mrs. Sarah Chambers,1
Mrs. Lillie Jeffrey. Mrs. Thel-1


















WE HONOR GOVERNMENT FOOD STAMPS. . . .
Maryland Club Garden Grown
COFFEE 79C CABBAGE





5 Lb. Bag 49
SPARE TIME FROZEN
RED in Lb nw.
POTATOES III Bag LT'








for Supervised Workers in Child
Development at Hamilton High
School is in its second year.
The program is designed to
train senior high school girls
to work as teacher aides in
child care centers that have
legal responsibilities for caring
for small child. Also, it serves
as a readiness period for pre-
schoolers in getting an early
start for school.
Some of the 1966 trainees
worked very efficiently in
some of the city schools last
summer as teacher aides in
Operation Head Start, while
some of the others served as
Ministers Backing
James I. Taylor
SATURDAY, MAY 13, 1367
PILOT TRAINING PRO-
GRAM — Trainees in the
Pilot Training Program for
Supervised Workers in
Child D e v elopment at
Hamilton High School pre-
sented an assembly pro-
gram at the school on Tues-
day, May 2, and here they
are seen with some of the
children on front row, from
left, are Janice Newberry,
Pamela Williams, Alicia
Bell, Marvin Kizer, Roscoe
Partee, Ill, and James
Earl Lipford. On second




and Darnell Freeman. On
on third row, same order,
are Mrs. Marie G. Harris,
director; Annie Wilson, Ir-
Child Care Trainees
Give Assembly Program
The Pilot Training Program teacher aides in some of
private kindergartens and
care centers of the city%
the
day
Trainees in the present class
have filed applications with the
Memphis City Board of Edu-
cation for the same type of
work for this summer.
The trainees presented their
initial assembly program on
May 2, 1967. They worked very
effectively in coordinating the
program that centered around
daily activities of the pre-
school children.
The program offered activi-
ties such as creative play,
games, finger plays, songs,
nursery rhymes, dramatic play
and-rhythmic movements.
Mrs. Marie G. Harris is the
director, H. T. Cash is princi-
pal, and J. Wilkerson assistant
principal.
James I. Taylor, the fir
announced Negro candidate I.
city councilman-at-large h
been endorsed by the joint
session of the Baptist Ministers
Alliance of Memphis at the
May meeting held last week.
Mr. Ta y lor met and ad-
dressed the Ministers Alliance
outlining his 8-point platform.
and it was well received.
The organization met at
Golden Leaf Baptist Church
and is headed by Dr. L.S.
Barnhill' and Dr. Roy Love.
Woman's Day At
'arren Methodist
Womans Day w i 1 1 be ob-
served at Warren Methodist
church at 1606 Kansas st. on
speaker at the 3 p.m. program 
To Be Elected company.Sunday, May 14, and the guest
will be Mrs. Peggy Harris. Election of officers for Le-' A 1966 graduate
T. Washington High




Batts, Michael Taylor, and
Miss Frances Gandy, Hcme
Economics supervisor for
Memphis City Schools. On
fourth row, from left, are
Florida Wade, Rosie Faulk-






Lane Graduates To Hear
Commencement exercises for
the 8 0 -member graduating
class of Lane College in Jack-
son, Tennesse will be held in
two weeks. George L. Thacker,
registrar of the college, an-




be held Sunday, May 21, at
5 p.m. The graduation program
will be Monday, May 22, at
5 p.m. with both events on
the campus in front of the
J. K. Daniels Library.
Dr. Charles L. Dinkins, pres-
t ident of Owen College, willdeliver the baccalaureate ser-
mon. The invocation will be
given by Rev. J. D. Atwater.
The speaker at the corn-
mencemnt e xercises will be
Dr. Yorkes Allen, Jr., Execu-
tive Director of the Rockefeller
Brothers Fund of New York.
Alumni Day will be observed
on Saturday, May 20, beginning
with a "coffee" at 10 a.m.,
followed by a pilgrimage to the
grave of the founder, Bishop
Issac Lane, at 12 noon.
Mrs. Willette Jeffries Haley
of St. Louis, Mo. will be the
Barbara Brown, Frankie
Smith, Barbara Flowers,
Gerseda McNeal and Susie
Wright. On fifth row, same
order, are Paulette Arm-
strong, Lucille Westbrooks,
Josephine Perry, Jo Ann
Brown, Jeanette Lewis, and
Alma Harris. Carole Albrit-
ton, Br e nd a Foster and
Charlene Johnson Imre
trainees in the 1966 gradu-
ating class at Hamilton.
The annual meeting of the
Citizens Association will be hel
on Thursday, May 25, at the
Hardie auditorium on the cam-
pus of Southwestern university.
Nine directors to the board
and four members to the nom-
inating committee are to be
elected at the meeting.
Amendments to the by laws
will also be voted upon.
The guest speaker for the
evening will be William Haii,i1-
ton, executive assistant to May-
or Albert Boutwell of Birming-
ham, Ala., who handled much
of the promotional activity
just. _before the change in that
city's form of government.
It is said that no one in Birm-
ingham is better qualified to
give information and insight
into the problems to be facei
in the transition from the Com-
mission form of government




The public is invited to at- Moyne College's 1967-68 Student
tend all services during the Council will be held this Fri-
day. Mrs. Ruthie Rimmer is day, May 12. Seeking the presi-
president, and Mrs. Janice dency are Donnell Cobbins, a
Morris chairman of the ob- sophmere, and Myron Lowery,
servance. Mrs. Ratcliff is a junior. Dennis Hayes, a






Branch Office 1365 Airways
(At Park)
Mrs. Locill. Craig, new manager of the New AUTOPLAN Branch
is waiting to greet you and answer any questions you may have about
AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE.
She'll tell you — for instance — that AUTOPLAN can provide
yoe with excellent Liability Insurance, with the lowest down payment
in town. Payments are as low as $18.75 down -- and only $12.95 a
month. AU TO P LA N has the best deal in town for drivers under 25
-- married or single.
The new Office will be open from 10:30 to 6:30 Monday thruIaturday,
except Thursday, when hours will be from 10:30 to 2:30 P.M. Call
AAA... today for the best protection. That's AUTOPL A N 942.
9397 --- 526.3966 or 458.2172.
Of course, the office at 204 Dermon Building, 3rd & Court Streets on d






banquet speaker at 7 p.m.
Mrs. Haley earned her bache-
lor of arts degree at Lane
College in 1917 in a class of
four.
All alumni and friends of the
college are invited to coine





Robert J. Brown, president
of B An C Associates public
relations at High Point, N.0 ,
in a letter to the editor this
week denied that one of his
clients, the F.W. Woolworth
company, is selling "racist
records."
Mr. Brown
Airman Third Class Larry
Wood, 18, recently completed
technical training as a jet
engine mechanic at Amarillo
AFB, Texas, and is home on
furlough.
He is the nephew of Mr. and
Mrs. Frank T. Scott of 992
Seattle St. Mr. Scott is the
manager of S. W. Qualls and
of Booker
school, he
served as shift leader while






charge was made in an article
which appeared in the April
20 issue of the Wall Street
Journal under the heading,
"The B i got r y Business:
Racist Records. Books Are
Hits in the South."
He said an investigation was
launched by top officials of
the company, and it a a s
learned that about nine months
ago six such records were
sold in one Southern store,
but when it came to the at-
tention of officials, the sates
were halted.
"We want you to know that
the active community relations
program and the long executed
policy of non-discrimination
covers every one of the Wool.
worth stores, Mr. Brown wrote.
Members of the Lend-A-Club
of Grant Elementary school
presented a Fashion Show for
the PTA on Thursday night,
April 20 as the climax of an
eight-week sewing class.
The class was taught by Mrs.
Lula Pope, home economics
teacher for two hours each
Thursday night in the school
cafetorium. Some of the women
made as many as three gar
ments.
Participating on the program
was the kindergarten band
The meeting was conducted by
PTA president, Mrs. Oili..
B. Smith. Mrs. Janet L. Henson
elementary guidance counselor,
narrated the fashion show




Members of the Shamrock
Socialites met recently at the
borne of Mrs. Thelma lall on
College st., and Mrs. Ann C'ark
sold hot plates for the Ivnefit
of Goodwin Homes for Children
A house party to receive
items for gifts and other
useful items will be given at
V e home of Mr. and Mrs. T.C.
Harroway on Shankman Circle.
Attending the meeting at
Mrs. Hall's were Mrs. Sarah
Miller. Mrs. Etta Mae Flowers,
Mrs. Teresa Watson, Mrs. Pris-
cilla Burke, Mrs. Jennett Har-
roway and Mrs. Magnolia
O'Neal.
Page 3
JUNIOR KING AND QUEEN — Allen Turner, left, 12-year-
old son of Mr and Mrs. Alexander Turner of 2015 Quinn,
was crowned king of me fieolphis Cotten Makers' Jubilee,
and Evere Lee Presley, 11, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Eu-
gene Presley, was crowned queen for selling highest num-
ber of tickets to junior royalty coronation held on Monday
night in Church Park auditorium. Queen Ever was the





School will present a May
Festival Extravaganza Thurs-
day night May 18, at 8 p.m.,






The show will feature dances
and music from around the
world with beautiful costumes
depicting the countries repr?-
seated. Mrs. Joyce B. Wedding-
ton is Chairman of the Ex-
travaganza. Admission is 75
It will be a meaninefel.
educational and most enter-
taining activity that both chil-
dren and adults will certainly
enjoy.
The play is producad and
directed by Mrs. Ann Reim
Twigg. Many Memphians wilt
recall Mrs. Twigg's enjoyable
The A. B. Hill Elementary AKA plays of the past.
School Drama Club will pre
sent a two act musical comeay
entitled "All In A Summer's
Day", May 19, at 8:15 p.m.
in the Lincoln Junior High
Tickets may be secured irom
any teacher . at A. B. Hill
School. Reserved seats are
75 cents and 50 ceints regular
cents for adults and 1.35 cents
for children.
Mrs. °then& S. Shannon is
principal of the school and
Philip Dean is Assistant Prin-
cipal.
admission.
George Clark is principal of
the school and Longino Cooke,
is assistant principal.
Miss Minerva Johnicai is
chairman of tickets and public-
ity.
People who love life...
go with Greyhound
Greyhound is for the young ...and the
young at heart. It's bright, cheerful, easy-
going, with an atmosphere that says "re-
lax" the moment you step aboard. Many
people first tried Greyhound just to save
money. Then found it has other things
going for it, too. Things like exclusive
Scenicruisers Service, including restroom
on board, air conditioning, reclining
seats, picture windows. No wonder Grey-
hound carries more people than any-
body else. Next trip, go with Greyhound.












Save 10% each way with a round-trip ticket
Greyhound Terminal-203 Union Ave. - Phone 525-5731
;4; GO GREYHOUND
leave the driving to us
If
h • 11 1!1. 14 
Puge
BUSINESS SUPPORT FOR
NAACP — One of the major
divisions of the Memphis
Branch NAACP's annual
spring membership cam-
paign is the Business Divi-
sion. Melvin Robinson, who
is doing the job of seeing
that all insurance compa-
nies give their support to
the effort, has started
with his own firm, North
Carolina Mutual, where he
is a staff manger. North
Carolina Mutual Life Mem-
phis district employes have
pledged 1,000 NAACP mem-
berships. Shown making
their weekly report to
Mrs. Maxine A. Smith, ex-
cuti%e secretary of the
Memphis NAACP Branch,
THE STUDENTS' CHOICE — Children at the Walker
Elementary school at 322 King rd. had a chance to name
"My Favoiite Teacher" during Teaching Career Month, and
the winner was Mrs. Brooxine Munn, a third grade teacher
there.
'R
Theme Of Tea At
Club Rose- ood
"Roses For Mother" is thel
theme of the Fashion Tea andl
Baby Contest to be presented
next Sunday, May 14, at Club
Rosewood from 4 to 7 p. m.,
and the public is invited. It is!




1 The affair is being sponsored
oses For Mother' by the Pastor Pride club of
Martin Temple CV g church,
and will be highlignted by the
presentation of the church's
"Mother of the Year."
Mrs. Milas Watkins is chair-
man of the tea and contest,
Mrs. Gertrude Walker presi-
dent of the club, and Mrs. Vir-
ginia Wade church reporter.
Rev. Paul Fowlkes is pastor
of the church.




Chickasaw Broom Mfg. Co.
Makers of Qiieltty Breents end Mops
236 S. Donny Thomas Blvd. 526-2318
"GET WITH IT BABY"
Why Have a Toothache, Fill your
Tooth Yourself And Save Money
Already Mixed Easy Ts Use Filling
Send 50C
GLENN . HAMPTON COMPANY
Post Offic• lox 644
%Vogt Msuseplels, Arkansas
are, from left to right seab-
ed, Melvin Robinson. Mrs.
L. B. Johnson, Mrs. Juanita
Harris, Miss Sally Nesbitt,
Mrs. Smith, R. L. Free-
man, manager, making the
presentation, and M r s.
Geneva Hardaway. Second
row, left to right, are
Charlie Morris. Mrs. Ethel
Copeland, Michael Romby.
DEFENDER
James V. Bradley, Herbert
H. Brown, James Williams,
Mrs. Ida Powers, Howard
Horton, Mrs. Juanita Les-
ter. and Mrs. Leonia
Milam on third row, left to
right are Squire Lovelace,
James Wadley, John Chil-
ders, Albert Finch, Clar-
ence Taylor, Cuba Johnson,




at 322 King rd. climaxed its
"Teaching Career Month" at
the April PTA meeting, and the
guest speaker was Dr. Elzie
Danley of Memphis State uni-
versity, who showed and NEA
film and spoke about Miss Em-
ma Belle Sweet, the favorite
teacher of Dr. Ralph Bunche,
the Nobel Peace Prize winner.
Dr. Danley said that one of
his greatest wishes is to be
able to influence some student
during his teaching career, in
the manner that Miss Sweet
influenced Dr. Bunche.
One of the contributing fac-
tors in becoming a child's
favorite teacher, he said, is
SATURDAY, MAY 13, 1987
giving a child self-respect.
Teaching Career , The highlight of the evening
was the presentation of the
Ischool's favorite teacher.
Month Observed Winning the honor was Mrs.
'Brooxine Munn, a third grade
teacher. Charles W. Horner is




Dr. Raven I. McDavid Jr.,
linguist and professor of Eng-
lish at University of Chicago,
will speak at LeMoyne College
this Friday. May 12.
Public school teachers of
English have been invited to
hear Dr. McDavid's talk which
will be given at 2 p. m. in the
Brownlee lecture ball. Dr.
Juanita Williamson of Le-
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"YOUR Company Makes Witot You Ask Foe Ass,
Croat*, Whist You flank or
Winston-Salem Coed Named
For Labor Internship
WASHINGTON — If someone hardened, cfnical political pro.
adapted a popular television
game to the White House and
asked: "Will the real Lyndon B.
Johnson stand up?" at least
two and probably three, tall,
Texas-t y p e individuals would
rise from their chairs.
The most widespread impres-
sion of the President is that
of a rough, tough, ruthless type
— a driver and wheelerdealer
who demands the utmost of
those around him, listens but eniors who had avoided a corn -
little to advice and plays poli-
tics to the hilt.
However, there are a number
of individuals, many chi them
Republicans, who have attend-
ed one of a series of recent
gatherings it the White House,
and who are depicting a much
different kind of fellow. Their
differing impressions stem from
a basic bit of knowledge around
Washington — that President
! Johnson is at his best when
talking to smal 1 informal
groups without the "benefit" ol
a set text.
Obviously, Johnson is preoc-
cupied with the subject of Viet-
nam. When he has discussed
this subject at these meetings,
according to bi-partisan impres-
sions from among those attend-
ing, he is "totally convincing,
totally charming, sometimes
mesmerizing" in his effect.
Further, Mr. Johnson has this
effect, not on individuals who
are unused to dealing with high
Washington leaders, b u t on
fessionals.
O n e Republican described
him as "free unguarded, frank
and candid: it was quite excit-
mitment on Vietnam, was so
carried away that, in propos-
ing a toast, he declared:
"In this day, in this bout%
no man is an island. This is
an hour when you stand up . . .
Even though I am of the op
posite political party, I know in
unity there is success . . . I
ask you in this . . . that we
drink a toast and stand back
of the President and the con
filet and the struggle in the




suffer somewhat in translation
from one language to another,
but a recent gift to an am-
bassador's wife resulted in a
truly mangled expresSion.
The wife receiving the gift
declared: I'm tickled to
death," but the translator was
a little too literal. It was trans-
lated into:
"I'm scratching until I die."




LEXINGTON, Ky. — (UPI)
the remains of the first
jockey to win three Kentucky
Derby races were transferred
ing to hear him state his views t
o a new resting place 
along
openly." Another commented: 
-
side the mighty thoroughbred,
"He could charm the birds ou
Man 0' War.
sl. 
Jockey Isaac Murphy, a Ne-
The ultimate accolade wu a
of the trees."
gro who mounted Buchanan
paid by Gov. James A. Rhodes 
of Ohio, a Republican, who at 10 1884' 
Riley in 1890 and King-
the end of a dinner for go" 
, man in 1891 to become the firs
t
person to have three Derby
winners — and establish a rec-
ord that stood for more than a
quarter century, received spe-
cial praise in ceremonies.
Andrew Hatcher, press aide
to the late President John F.
Kennedy, called the reburial
"an act of progress.
"Some would say Murphy
should have shared the hallowed
iround before, but in this day
of unrest when a Southern
state, a Southern company and
a community of sportsmen com-
bine their efforts so as to rec-
ognize a great American who
also happened to be a Negro,
it is definitely progress,"
Hatcher said.
Ex-jockey Eddie Attar°, who
broke Murphy's record when
tt- rode his fourth Derby win-
ner, Citation in 1948, also spoke
at the ceremonies.
"Murphy will always bold
r.nother more remarkable rec-
ord because of the change in
the sport," Arcaro said. "He
brought home 628 mounts to
victory in 1,412 races."'
Murphy died in 1896 at the
age of 36. His grave lay un-
discovered here until recently.
Stuart Bloch of Wheeling,
W. Va., a tobacco compa.iy
executive proposed the remains
be transferred to the historic
Man 0 'War here so as to
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KINDERGARTEN NIGH1 — Walker Avenue Elementarr
school at f,96 S. Lauderdale st., celebrated 'Kindergarten
Night" recently, and meeting the speaker are some of the
little honorees. From left are Linda McNeil, Stacy Hill,
Marvin Davis, Helen Brown, Roderick Summers, Nelson
Anderson and Milton Kelley. Adults, from left, are Miss
Merits Of Pre-School
Program Discussed
The merits of a kindergarten
were discussed by veteran edu-
cators during "Kindergarten
Night" held recently at the
Walker Avenue Elementary
school at 995 S. Lauderdale
recently.
The guest speaker was Mrs
Avis Pentecost, supervisor of
elementary education of tne
Memphis City schools.
The kindergarten was start-
ed last August for 25 children
in the area and financed by
the Federal government under
the Anti-Poverty program.
"The benefits of the program
Mattie Holmes, kindergarten teacher; Mrs.
PTA vice piesident: Mrs. Avis Pentecost,
Char'es Patterson, Jr., principal, and Miss




PTA Meetiresponse and cooperation have ngeyes ot the parents, wn^se
been tremendous," Charles J.'
Patterson, principal of the'
tions filed for the limited 25
available spaces.
The program has helped the
youngsters adjust to school.
They made a number of visits
to places in the surrounding
corn munities.
school, said.
When the program was of-
fered, there were 110 applica-
Mr. Patterson said that he
did not know if the program
can best be seen through the would he continued next year.
Federal Aid Helps Reclaim
Unproductive Farming Soil
BREWTON, Ala. (NPI) —
Joe Montgomery, co-operator of
the Escambia County Soil
Conservation District, is using
federal funds to help him re-
claim unproductive soil.
Assistance prov ided by
agencies of the U. S. Depart-
ment of Agriculture has enabl-
ed him to build more than 7,000
feet of parallel terraces. He
also has seeded 0.7 acres of
waterways, planted 2,000 feet
of field borders, and dug 600
feet of field ditches.
Montgomery, who is rapidly
building a profitable farming
operation, will continue
his conservation work this
year by building another 12,000
to 15.000 feet of parallel ter-
races.
With Farmers Home Ad-
ministration ownership loans,
he boRght 78 acres of un-
productive land in 1962 and
53 acres in 1963. FHA officials
and soil conservation techni-
cians say he has done as
much, with the resources
available to him, as any
farmer in Escambia county.
SHOES FOR. MEN






SIZES 6 to 13
These Are The LOAFERS, You Have
Been Waiting For, With Prices
Fitting Everyone's Pocket. Carrying
You Into SPRING & SUMMER
30 South Main Street
525-1931
"Good Leadership" will be
the theme of the final PTA
meeting of Booker T. Washing-
ton High school on Monday
night, May 15. at 8 in the
school auditorium.
Mrs. Edna H. Webb, PTA
president, said. "As we mark
the ending and beginning of
our PTA year with this
month's program, we take this
opportunity to thank all who
gave of their time and talent
for a job well-done.
"We were recognized at theI
Tennessee Congress of Par-
ents • and Teachers recently
held in Knoxville as one of the
15 largest in Tennessee from
the standpoint of enrollment,
and we are a member of the
"Upper Fifteen Honor Roll."
"The Booker T. Washington
High School PTA's reputation
grows continually as our prir
jects and services for o' •
children and community es'
pand and new ones are adde,i,"
Mrs. Webb said.




Will Study At Yale
Don Rernan, a 1966 graduate'
of Booker T. Washington Hign'
School of Memphis, has pa.ti-
cipated this year in the Yale
Transitional Year Program, at
Noe Haven, Conn.
This program provides for a
select group of able and highlye
motivated students a year of
additional experience between'
high school graduation and theI
beginning of college . . . a
year of preparation for the best
possible college opportunities
and the fullest development of
their potential as individuals.
Forty boys and girls, drawn
from all ethnic groups and
from every part of the United
States were selected to partici-
pate in this program. Admis-
sion was on a competitive
basis. '
Doh Roman acquitted him-
Self well in the program this
past year, and as a resul
was offered scholarships total-
ing $10,400 to Yale, Dart-





AIR POLICEMAN — Airman
Robert H. Taylor. son of Mr.
and 'Mrs. William H. Taylor
of 434 Danny Thomas blvd.,
has been selected for training
as a U.S. Air Force air police-
man. and will receive technical
training at- Lackland AFB,
Texas. He is a 1963 graduate
of Booker T. Washington High
school and attended Lane col-
lege in Jackson. Tenn.
Beulah Baptist
Family Night
The Beulah Baptist church
Justice Dept.
larship from Yale Uniiersity,
and will enroll as a Freshman
He plans to accept the acho- InvestIgatmg
this fall. Young Roman is the
grandson of Mrs. Martha Ber-
nard, with whom he makes ins 1
home at 417 LaClede street.
DON ROMAN
Citizens Deduct War
Cost From Tax Bill
CINCINNATI — More than 400
people from 37 states announced
that they have taken steps to
stop their financial support of
war — particularly the war the
United States is waging in
Southeast Asia.
"Because so much of the tax
paid the federal government
goes for poisoning of food crops
blasting of villages, napalming
and killing thousands upon thou-
sands of people, as in Vietnam
at the present time," said the
4113 individuals in a statement,
"We are not going to pay taxes
on 1966 income."
Some are refusing to.pay the
government all or part of their
1966 tax due April 15. Others
of the number have kept their
1966 income below a taxable
level so as to owe no tax.
Among the signers are house-
wives, laborers, ministers, po-
ets, doctors, writers, scientists,'
folk singers, professors.
The group which collected the
signatures and published the
statement is the No Tax For
War Committee, with address
at 932 Dayton st., Cincinnati,
Ohio. This group signing the
statement this year is twice as
large as a year ago, and three
times as large as two years ago,
it was reported.
A spokesman for the No Tax
For War Committee also said:
"Holding back federal tax is a
practical way of saying no to
war. Officials can overlook
spoken or written opposition,
and even say they welcome
such 'dialogue,' But let the peo-
ple stop footing the bill in this
war .against a whole people on
the other side of the globe, and
these officials become very ser-
ious indeed."
The No Tax For War Com-
mittee claims that a large num-
ber of the signers have written
individual letters to the Internal
Revenue Service or to President
Johnson saying they are stop-
ping federal tax payments on
grounds of principle.
One such letter says, "The ad-
ministration is cloaking its ac-
tivities with bold and outright
It is suppressing and dis-
torting the news. And through
its collection arm, the Internal
Revenue Service, it is coercing
American taxpayers into nour-
ishing and fostering this global
gangsterism. Henceforth I will
pay income tax only by my own
consent and because I believe
in what the government is do-
ing."
The No Tax For War Corn- I
mittee is part of a movement
on nonpayment of war taxes
which began in 1947-48 and has
since been steadily increasing.
In its beginning, Peacemakers,
a national pacifist movement or-
ganized along lines of Gandhian
nonviolent resistance, was the
sole practitioner and promoter
of this philosophy and action.
However the movement of war
tax nonpayment is now extend-
ing into many other areas of the
peace movement, especially in
the academic community.
Members who have been ac-
tive with the committees for 20
years or more said that al-
though there are laws in the In-
tenal Revenue Code which
make possible the imprisoning
and fining of any who wilfully
refuse to pay a legally owed
amount of tax, only a half dozen
of the entire number of refusers
have in the 20-year span ac-
tually been jailed.
at 2399 Douglass 
ave• 
will cele-
Adlai Praised For Bankbrate its annual Family Night
Social Worker To on Friday. May 12, at 7:30
Speak At Church
Collins Chapel CME church'
will observe Woman's Day on:
Sunday, May 14. The speaker
at the morning service will bel
Mrs. Loretta Kateo of Family
Service.
A very interesting musical
has been planned for the 4
p.m. meeting, and the public
is 'invited to all services of
the day.
Mrs. Catherine Simmons is
general chairman of Woman's;
Day. and Miss Harry Mae




Atty. H. T. Lockard, now
an administrative assistant to
Tennessee Governor Buford El-
lington, returns to the Le-
Moyne campus Friday, May
19, in the role of an "outstand-
ing alumnus."
He will address students at
10:30 a. m. in the - Brownlee
lecture hall. Attorney Lockard
was graduated from LeMoyne
in 1947,
p.m.





NEW YORK — An encourag-
ing view of work being done
by teachers in the Watts area
of Los Angeles is presented in
the May issue of Harper's Mag-
azine by Lena Brown Work —
herself a Negro and Scholar-
ship Coordinator and College
Counselor for the now famous
Jordan High School in Watts.
Miss Work writes in answer
to Johnie Scott's description in
the October 1966 issue of Hat-
per's, of Jordan High School
students as "frustrated by the
demands of school and the im-
personal teaching they got."
FORT DODGE HAS IT
Deposit Withholding Plan
Civil rights leaders gavel also a d in inst rating last'
enthusiastic endorsement to
executive plans to withhold
government funds from banks
which practice racial discrimi-
nation.
State Treasurer Adlai E.
Stevenson III initiated the
action with an announcement
that "State funds will not be
deposited in banks or othr
institutions which discriminate
on account of race or re'i,lon
in either their employment or
services."
Stevenson a 1 so indicated,
that the state would 1)4
with sympathy at institutions
in neighborhoods with special
problems and noted that be
has already deposited state
funds in two banks and three
savings and loan associations
serving the needs of the Negro
neighborhoods on the South-
side.
City T r easurer Marshall
Korshak said later that the
city would follow the same
basic line as Stevenson and
although County Treasurer
Edmund J. Kucharski was
not available for comment,
observers thought he would
probably also follow suit."
Stevenson c o ntrols some
$500000000 in Illinois money,
with Korshak and Kucharski
'57 DODGE
WITH FACTORY AIR CONDITIONING
FULL FACTORY EQUIPMENT
$69 DOWN $69 MONTH
amounts.
Rev. Jesse Jackson coordi-I
nator of "Operation Bread-
basket," an economic arm cf
the civil rights movement, call-
ed Stevenson's plan "creative
and imaginative.
"It should ultimately be-
come a powerful lever in the
fight against racial bias,.'
he continued.
9tevenson's action was glso
lauded by a spokesman tor
the Coord mating Council
of Community Organizations.
Edwin C. Berry, executi-ie
director of the Chicago Urban
League, also praised Steven-
son, and noted the League has
been working for the adoption
of the same policy by tue
federal government.
Secretaries Regulated
THE HAGUE —1 UP)— Un-
der new dress regulations is-
sued this week by the Dutch
Parliament, lawmakers minds
won't wander so much in the
future.
Secretaries were instructed to
stop wearing mini-skirts. Oth-
er rules: High necked dresses.
conservative colors, no bare
midriffs and not too conspicuos
jewelry.
South's Newest and Fastest Growing Dodge Dealer
3390 HIGHWAY 51 SOUTH • WHITEHAVEN
PHONE: 396- 4130
Open Every Day & Night
Sundays 1-6 P.M.
out Powell
WASHINGTON — A Justice
Department -investigation of
Adam Clayton Powell is going
beyond the issues raised by a
Special House Committee Rep
Arch A. Moore Jr., R-W. Va.,
said.
Moore said the committee
reiferred to the department
"every innuendo, every rumor"
of official misconduct un
earthed during its inquiry inta
Powell's activities.
"My understanding is that
the Justice Department is re-
viewing this complete file and
all of its attachments in a vilest
thorough manner," Moore said
in an interview.
The West Virginia Republi-
can said he did not know
whether the department tir.d
found any evidence that Powell
had committed a crime.
' Moore, who was the serhor
GOP member of the .,elect
nine-man committee that sat
in judgment on Powell, said
he was satisfied with the
pace of the Justice Depart'
ment's investigation.
His comments served to
answer some House critics wna
contend the Justice Depart
ment is not moving swims'
enough or that the departmeu
is confining its inquiry to po,n*
raised in the committee'; pub
lic report.
In its report, the :mmreittee
charged Powell with misusing
travel and payroll funds and o
being contemptuous of New
York courts, the special coin





But the committee found that
Powell, who had been tempo-
rarily barred from nis seat,
possessed the constitutional
qualifications for membership.
It recommended that he be
seated, fined $40,000, stripped
of all his seniority and publicly
censured. The House rejected
that plan by a 222 to 20?, vote
March 1 and "excluded" him
for the 90th Congress.
Moore has been in the fore-
front of efforts to get Powell
seated; he is Still hopeful that
the House will reverse itself
if the opportunity arises,
Powell filed a court suit to
overturn that action — a suit
his iaw•yers plan to take to the
Supreme Court this week —
and won a special ei action
April 11 to fill the wacancy
created by his ouster.
The onetime chairman of the
Education and Labor Commit-
tee has been in virtual exile on
the Bahamian isle of BimInn
since mm -January. He has
given no indication of whether
he will try to reclaim the seat
- he won in the special elAction.
Such an attempt would alincst
certainly be met by another
House vote.
Indications Vk ere that he
would concentrate his efforts
on the court suit, a route to the
House whereby he could con-
ceivably get back his seniority
and lost pay. something he
could not accomplish if he was











One's sure to catch your
fancy. Soft. supple "leath-
er like" plastic so it's easy
to keep 'em bright and
white. All are lined. Some
with zipper compartments.
Some with attached change







,Keep your baked goods
moist and fresh: and im-










Tiny rose hock hand em-
broidered on cotton cre-
ates a delicate feminine
luxury. Each gift set in-
cludes 2 handkerchiefs
plus a French perfumed
sachet
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Fair Housing
While the Atomic Energy Com-
mission was making it clear to Illinois
state officials that selection of Weston
as a site for the construction of the
huge atomic project would be deter-
mined almost exclusively by the kind
of housing facilities provided by that
community, Richard J. Walsh, presi_
dent of the Catholic Interracial Coun-
cil, used his influence toward a quick
settlement of the controversial issue of
freedom of residence.
He wired identical appeals to Gov.
Otto Kerner and State Sen. W. Russell
Arrington, asking them to join in a bi_
partisan commitment to pass an effec-
tive fair housing legislation.
Walsh appealed to them as the
state's Democratic and Republican
leaders to take the housing issue out of
partisan politics, not only because it
is a matter of "human justice" but also
because such legislation is the only ef-
fective way to safeguard for Illinois the
great benefits which will flow from the
atom smasher project.
Illinois' backwardness is the field
of fair housing, compared to competing
states, has been its major drawback in
firmly securing the project. Walsh's
suggestion was made five months ago,
shortly after Christmas. Gov. Kerner
Building
has been battling for open occupancy
legislation in order to secure this great
boon for the state. But Sen. Arrington's
tactics to date have been obstructive.
The senator has his eye on the
governorship. It is this ambition which
is causing him to throw his influence
on the side of the Republican majority
which is opposed to fair housing.
Doubts about whether or not Negro
scientists, technicians and other per-
sonnel employed by the AEC, will be
free to live in the homes and communi-
ties of their choice in the Weston area,
have triggered a major attack on the
AEC's tentative decision to locate the
project in Illinois.
Walsh pointed out that verbal as-
surances of equal opportunity from the
Weston area communities are an inade-
quate remedy for this problem. Racial
discrimination in housing is a deeply
rooted social injustice. Even fair hous-
ing legislation is no panacea, but all our
experience supports the conclusion that
such legislation is the essential founda-
tion of an adequate cure for housing
segregation and the attendant social
mischief which it is creating in our cit-
ies and metropolitan areas. Walsh's
plea was as eloquent and factual as it
was sincere and timely. But the result
to date has been disappointing.
A New City
This city is entering a new era of
progress and prosperity if Mayor
Daley's plans are carried out to the full
measure of their outline. The mayor
obviously is not one to abandon the
Burnham tradition of making big
plans.
The improvements and innovations
that he proposes involve huge sums
which will be supplemented by private
industries whose interests are inter-
woven with those of the citizens and
the municipal government.
It is reassuring that Mayor Daley
is not a man to make plans he cannot
carry out. He is imaginative without
being visionary. We can be certain that
the program of rebuilding the city to
which he has committed his unprece-
dented fourth-term administration has
been weighed, analyzed and examined
time and time again before being un-
veiled to the public.
No segment of the city is to be by-
passed. A sizeable chunk of the money
will go toward transforming the South. 
side .and the Westside into attractive,
habitable communities where residen-
tial and commercial facilities will com-
pete with other communities of the city
for excellence, esthetic beauty and phy-
sical appointment and comfort.
All substandard housing will be
eliminated. In their places will rise new
residential buildings, schools, libraries,
and parks. These are only a partial
prospectus of Mayor Daley's gigantic
program.
Many states are now entering an
era when the urban population will not
merely be greater than the rural popu-
lation, but when the actual area oc-
cupied or pre-empted by urban growth
will rival that devoted to cultivation.
One of the signs of this change has
been the increase in the number, area,
and population of great cities.
Megalopolis is fast becoming a uni-
versal form, and the dominant economy
is a metropolitan economy, in which no
effective enterprise is possible without
a close tie to the big city. Here, Mayor
Daley is laying the foundation for
urban life where the needs and desires
that have impelled men to live in cities
are enlivened and re_enforced b y a
panorama of new designs for comfort
and happiness.
When urban developers speak of
the city of the future, they will point
to Chicago as a classic example of the
kind of metropolis that will fulfill
man's dream and his destiny on this
planet.
Beyond The Grave
An inquiry into the people's belief
about life after death was sponsored
recently by the Catholic Digest. What
Americans think of heaven or hell was
the motivating purpose of the survey.
Dr. Gallup's researchers asked
adult Americans this question: "Do you
think your soul will live on after your
death?"
About 2 per cent fewer said they
believed in an afterlife: 75 per cent
from 77 per cent 14 years ago. The per-
centages were down in almost every
category. The most drastic decline.
were among the Jews and the Negroes,
down 18 per cent over a 14-year period,
from 35 per cent to 17 per cent and 79
per cent to 61 per cent respectively.
Among Catholics, 83 per cent be-
lieved in an afterlife— down 2 per cent.
Total Protestants also declined 2 per
cent — from 80 per cent to 78 per cent.
Baptist belief declined 6 per cent, to 81
per cent; Methodists declined 2 per
cent, to 75 per cent: Presbyterians
down 10 per cent, to 70 per cent. Lu-
therans showed no change at 78 per
cent.
The results show a marked prepon-
derance among believers in the world
beyond the grave. This should afford a
measure of spiritual comfort for the
Christian ministry in general. In these
days when emotions are stirred to their
very depths by the recurring as-
sertion that "God is dead," it is
refreshing to know that few people em-
brace this view.
It is at best a theological concept
which could do untold damage to the
whole body of Christian doctrine if it
is not repudiated during its early stage.
For, the belief of a hereafter rests on
the assumption of the existence of a
Supreme Being. If the "God is dead"
concept goes unchallenged, the struc-
ture of the dogma of the Christian
Church will collapse.
ON THE WAY TO THE FORUM A Point Of View
By NAT D. WILLIAMS
IS CASSIUS RIGHT?
Personally this writer does
not think that Cassius 
Clay,
erstwhile heavyweight boxing
champion of the world, is right
In his decision about the 
draft
He refused to be a soldier 
in
the United Staes Army, . . or
In any other service unit.
Clay, on the grounds that he
is a Muslim minister, 
holds
that his religion does not per-
mit him to serve in the mili-
tary forces. That problemati-
cal. Most pacifists are eaisly
suspected of being hypocrites.
They crave peace as long as
their personal interest are not
involved . . . maybe.
But in the case of Clty. it
seems that there is a valid
criticism of the steps be has
taken. After all, as the heavy-
weight champion of the boxing
world, he was a pretty influen-
tial fellow. Millions shape
themselvel in his image. The
Negro race finds a reasonable
symbol of pride in him. His
power with his fists had give
him a special place in the
world. He punched himself into
the social consciouness of the
world. A oung and vigorous
man. Clay was at his peak.
ONLY IN AMERICA
Little Change In Speeches For Businessmen
By HARRY GOLDEN
speech in different words.
At least twice a year the
delegates from these bodies
will hear the same speech at
the national conventions and











the cover of a
UtP1.1,1%?, national n e ws
magazine. That
means a lucky few will have
heard the speech six
From this point of view it is
regrettable that Clay has
taken the stand he has assum-
ed. Somehow or another, any
Negro who achieves outstand
ing distinction owes something
more to others than to just
himself. Somehow or another,
most Negroes of outstanding
talent or ability, should not ex-
pect to do the things they
would personally like to do as
individuals. They owe too
much to too many other
people . . . other Negroes.
Adam Clayton Powell did not
have the right to live his life as
he chose. . . Even though
other Congressmen (white)
had set the behavior pattern.
Adam Powell was a Negro. . •
Negroes are still on t h e
"make" in America, whether
they like it or not. They s•iil
must "prove" themselves as
men.
Jackie Robinson, the first
Negro major league basebad
player, had to pay an extra
price in performance and re-
straint to make the grade.
Sammy Davis has had to do
the same thing. Harry Bellaifon-
ie has paid the same price.
All other Negroes who meet
the challenge of competition
with the white man have had to
vast quantities of goods. The -pay the price.
At least three times a year The speech will go something who not only want but do get ell
' ow who simply performs
the members of the local civ:c like this: "Any 36 members of ele ted, but that businessmen a service or 
paints a picture
this club can do a better job think they must be more than or makes an audience la
ugh
clubs will hear the same than the pr sent City Council adequately represented, that,




Senate, or State Legislature).
The city council (or State
Legislature, Congress, etc.),
with its fuzzy thinking is the
.liakest link in our whole sys-
tem of government."
The remedy for the weak
link in overnment of courFe
is to elect businessmen. "With-
out businessmen not only the
business community but the
whole town (state, nation,
sometimes substitute, "econo-
my") suffers."
What has always amazed me
about the speech is not that the
businessmen want to get elect
ad since there are many
people in the world less quali-
fied than some businessmen
Writers and sculptors, say,
rarely urge that we fill the
Senate with best-selling au-
thors or portrait painters who
own stocks and bonds in Wall
Street, nor do doctors and
dentists want the Congress fill
ed with their fellows.
But business men think only
they are qualified to repair
the weakened links. And I
have, I think, discovered why.
Business men do not under
stand what working for a !iv -
ing means. They work, to be
sure, but they produce and sell
JACKIE ROBINSON SAYS:
or runs a crane which lifts
heavy girders is dead beating
it.
It matters not to most of us
whether or no business men
enlarge their opinion. Their
luncheons v.ould be a less bor
ing time for them if they did.
If they didn't have to spend
nine !uncheons a year listen-
ing to how they and only they
can save the city (country, ad-
ministration, s ate, nation.
economy) they could do sow!
thing really interesting like
hearing Romney or Bobby Ken.
nedy or starting a crash pro-
gram to "Watch Kenilwortn
Grow" or ever running off
television commercials.




it — senility or
racism?
That's what has me puzzled
about Congressman Emanuel
Celler.
Here's a man who earned
his spurs as a liberal back in
the days when it w a s n't
fashionable to be one.
But now — in the season of
backlash — he is going around
..4)KINSON
that he has been, moral
ut in the suni voting
too long with-





mind — lo these
many years.
We were re-
galed , in the




Cassius Clay apparently al
lowed the emotionalism of the
racial situation to get too inu,13
under his skin. It may oe a
magnificent gesture tow ird
deathless martyrdom for him
to give up his million dollar
potential as heavyweight box-
ing champion of the world. Bu*
it seems that he has set a
poor example for the po‘er,
stricken Negro and other
youths who follow in his foot-
steps. After all, martyrs are
dead. They don't have to biA
groceries.
From this "point of
Cassius Clay did the Nom,
a greater disservice when he
bucked the draft law of this
country. After all, there are a
lot of more boys, more obi,lite
of course, who would like to
have taken Clay's position. Rut
their attitudes and positions
went and will continue to be
unnoticed.
It is difficult to believe that
Clay's position is religious.on Cellar the right to virtuall?, •
Celler's latest is that he is
certain there will be no favor-
able action on the President's
current civil rights proposals
and he says the reason is the
, statements against Vietnam by
;people like Martin Luther King
and Stokely Carmichael.
Now I don't agree with Dr.
call for the death of the legis-
lation which the President has
proffered.
It would appear that Rep.
Caller seeks to have a ready.
made, instant alibi for the
defeat of this proposed legis
lation.
I predict that the thousands
of Negro citizens in his district
in Bedford-Stuyvesant will not
Most Negroes do not have
deep r e ligious convictions.
Thre is little reason to believe
that Clay has any. Being a
Muslim minister is a question-
able position for a man in this
western civilization . . . how-
ever much it preaches about
freedom of religion.
And the hardest argliment
against Clay's position is ihat
the American Negro cannot
afford to have its outstanding
forget the congr ,ssman's re- individuals keep on raising Up
marks which are so harmful to and declaring this country ain't
the cause of black people and worth a dam. After all, theymaking noises which indicate, that Harlem voters were 'im-I have said or done gives Re'a.1 of white people as well.
past few
ions that
,cst fault is that he doesn'tiMartin King — and MUI'11
know how to be humble. We LESS with Carmichael, but
heard him broadly intimatel we don't feel that what they
came up in it!
The A&T College Symphony Band presented a concert
to open the Diamond Anniversary observance for the College at
Greensboro, N. C. The flute section, composed of eight-outstand-
ing young musicians, received warm applause. Included in the
group are (from left): Willis Foster, Greensboro; Larry Davis.
Charlotte, N.C.; Joe Anne Herbert, Madison, N.J.; Laverne
Bass, Reidsville N.C., Cynthia Womack, Marinaville, Va.; Linda
Parker, High Point, N.C.; Carolyn Moore, Washington, D.C., and



















Hate Groups Still With Us
Some people use hate like a
car uses gasoline, to keep go-
ing. Most of us may harbor
some petty prejudice about
which we are ashamed and
fight against, but there are
some people so twisted and
warped that they cannot exist
without being dominated by
passionate hatred toward mem-
bers of a minority group.
Few know this better than do
Negroes, who have been the
prime targets for American
racists for years. But other
groups also catch some of the
poison spewed out by the hate-
mongers. Puerto Ricans, Me-d-
can-Americans, Indians, Jews,
Catholics, — almost any group
Is prone to feel the bark, and
sometime the bite, of the hat-
ers.
After the horrors of Nazi
persecutions, which killed sis
million people in Europe simply
because they were Jews or had
Jewish ancestors, it is particu
larly disturbing to find that
anti-Semitism still exists.
In Russia, Jews are not able
,to freely practice their religion
or to continue their language
and cultural life and are sub-
ject to restrictions not placci
on other ethnic minorities. And
there have been incidents in
Argentina and other countries
in which extremist elements
are reported to have attacked
Jewish citizens.
Here in America, groups like
the Ku Klux Klan and the
American Nazi Party bait Jews
as well as Negroes, and some
of the people familiar from
Fascist movements of the
1930's are crawling out of the
woodwork to continue their fav-
orite pastime of sowing hate
and pitting group against
group.,
And keven people who should
know better let their prejudices
get the best of them. An exam-
ple of this was the recent
school board election in Wayne,
N.J., in which two Jewish can-
didates were defeated after
their religion was made a cam-
paign issue.
It is not surprising that this
revolting incident took place in
a town which has few Negro
families and where minority
groups are excluded from the
"better" sections.
Negroes know that when
someone admits to hating Jews,
or Catholics, or Spanis h.
speaking people, he probably
has it in for Negroes too. And
they know that while extrem-
ist groups fan the flames of
prejudice, they succeed only
because some people are so in
secure and fearful of their own
status that they turn to racism.
Because of their intimate
knowledge of the effects of
hate, Negroes aren't falling for
the anti-Semitic line.
There has been some discus-
sion of this lately, but I know
of no responsible Negro leader
who has not forcibly spoken out
against hatred of other groups.
When a Negro monthly mag-
azine ran an anti-Semitic arti-
cle, two members of its ad-
visory board — author James
Baldwin and actor-playwright
Ossie Davis — resigned and
expressed their anger at the
immorality of anti-Semitism.
A soon to be published Anti-
Defamation League study made
by the University of California
proves that, if anything, Ne-
groes "feel more friendly to-
ward Jews than toward other
whites."
Asked about treatment by
landlords, store keepers, and
employers, an appreciable
number of Negroes said that
Jew were Letter than other
whites, while most said there
was no difference. Forty-five
per cent believed Jews to be
more in favor of civil rights
than other whites, only 3 per





UNCLE SAM MUST LOOK ANTI - AMERICAN SEEDS
1
AT ALL PARTS OF WORLD ARE BEING SOWN WIDELY
By HENRY CATHCART
Central Press Washington Correspondent
INTASHINGTON—Preoccupation with events in the Orient seems to be an occupational ailment of news media these
days. So it is all to the good that President Johnson traveled to
Punta del Este as a reminder that there is a Latin America,
and that Vice President Humphrey went to Europe to refresh
our awareness that that continent exists.
Vietnam, Red China, Indonesia are matters
of intense concern to Americans. There is war,
and the threat of expanding conflict. Demo-
cratic interests and institutions are under
severe attack there and meticulous care must
be exercised in choosing the right policies to
pursue.
But we submit that Latin America, Europe
and Africa a, important, too. In some ways
they are equal or more important to the fu-
ture of the United States than the Orient.
Long range, the evolution of the governments
and the peoples in these areas will have a
vital impact on the development of our own
democratic society.
—Where next? It is more than an axiom that the squeaky
wheel gets the grease, or that one's attention
Is called to the source of the loudest noise. But it is also true
that an ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure. In Latin
America and in Africa, the time to help build strong democracy-
oriented societies is now. Neglect could well sprout widespread
anti-Americanism, the seeds of which already have been sown
in these areas.
We are a big nation, with a big government. We should be able
to meet the situation in the Orient and still have the human and
financial resources to encourage democratic development in other
parts of the world.
lir••••••••••••A•••
Washington
• • • •
• FLORA—One of the new men in Congress Is Rep. Gilbert
Gude, R-Md. Gude is a Washington area florist.
As one enters his office a variety of plant life lends color, and
one naturally assumes that they were sent to him from his
florist and nursery establishment. Not so.
The beautiful flowers were sent to Gude's and other offices by
the U.S. Botanic Gardens, and were found too attractive to
turn away.
One of Gude's aides commented wryly: "It's another example
of the government competing with private business."
• • • •
• GOOD QUESTION—Defense Secretary Robert S. McNamara
summoned a press conference to discuss U.S. troop shifts in
in Europe. The secretary enthused on how much money was being
saved in moving the American forces out of Francs without
reducing combat effectiveness.
His rosy picture nearly crumbled when a news- shimid Nev.
men asked disingenuously:
1141* n n"Why didn't we do it a long time agor Dei
McNamara gasped, then joined in the general Long Aga
laughter that swept the room.
As a matter of fact, the same question could be asked of al-
most every announcement of Improvement In government policies






In the aftermath of one of
the city and its st.burbs great-
est disasters, race hate contin-
ues to flourish and seemingly
greater than before. One quip-
ster cracked "I don't think
they got the message."
Less than a week after the
big twister, the Illinois House
buried Rep. James Y. Car-
ter's bill seeking opein housing
in the state and some 800
Berwyin and Cicero racists —
oops, they're called "anti-in
grationists," now, held a clam
bake in Cicero and re-iterated
their stand against any and all
Negro residents.
But the biggest shocker came
from a white Baptist clergy-
man who in addition to back
ing the "keep the Negroes
out," program, told the good
Berwyn and Ciereo citizens
(most of whom were Catholic)
to take their youngsters out of
the Roman Catholic schools be-
cause those institutions teach
racial equality.
He added that school books
s e d in Chicago Catholic
schools "consistently represent
blacks and whites together"
and this only ends in misunder- to see you brought along something for
standing.
But not only does this good
man of the cloth resent colored
people, he doesn't seem to
Ike poor folks eighter be-
cause he said he objects to
books which teach that if I
people are poor, the church I
must go and help them.
Wonder what he tells his
flock their duties are as Chris-
tians?
Incidentally, it is these same
Cicero and Berwyn citizens
who have vowed to withhold
their money from their
parishes anytime the priests
start on any integration kick.
All of these 800 good people
should be forced to read (and
digest) a new pamphlet en-
titled, "The Shortchanged Chil-
dren of Suburbia" by Alice
Miel with Edwin Kiester, Jr.
The booklet the result of a
four-year study, notes what
schools don't teach about hu-
man differences and outlines
an objective program to reme-
dy the situation.
Financed by the American
Jewish Committee, Dr. Miel's
study dealt with the broad
aspects of prejudice as well
as how children learned speci-
fically about difference of race,
religion, economics and na-
tionality.
The name, New Village is
used to identify the areas re-
ferred to in the study. . .and
is sued to represent a typical
U. S. suburb with the recogni-
tion that it is not a precise
counterpart of every suburb.
Some of the general impres-
sions gained in the study were
informative enough for the re-
searchers to know that the
kids in the suburbs are being
shortchanged.
It was noted that:
The life and social contacts
of the suburban child is more
circumscribed; that children
learn to be hypocritical about
differences at an early age
and; that group prejudices
take root early and go deep.
In some cases after a young-
ster had said that he wouldn't
care if a person were white or
black, he's play with him, t
was noted that he shied away
from selecting a Negro to play
with.
It also was noted that even
the youngest children h a d
stereotypes about race a n d
religion. For instance, some
six and seven year olds pic-
tured Negroes as poor, threat-
ening or inferior.
Growing up in New Village,
the youngster knows little be-
yond his own home, his simi-
lar friends, and the school; he
Is insulated from any chance
introduction to a life different
from his own.
"The overall impression one
carries away is that something
is missing in New Village," Dr.
Miel states, "people who have
moved to the suburbs since
World War II often say proudly
that they did so 'for the chil-
dren.' And, of course, the chil
dren do have a host of advan
tages, by no means all of them
material.
"But in one aspect of their
education subui ban children
are underprivileged. Thougl.
other races, other nationalities,
other generations have a great
i deal 
to teach 'hem, there is
little in their education, formal
or otherwise to familiarize
I them with the rich diversity of
I American life."
• • •
SOME ARE LIKE THAT
1_
• • • • • • v..
It's got so that decent church folks can't pass this corner on account
of all these slickers and jittyskips. Sister Bessie, honey, I'm sure glad
protection.
Poverty, Hunger Called
Key Problems In World
By ERNEST BOYNTON
Hunger and poverty are ma-
jor problems affecting two-
thirds of the world and not
dilemmas which just margin-
ally affect one's own country
In the 1950's, the communists
showed their awareness of this
trend by switching their em-
phasis from Marx's internal
revolution to Lenin's interna-
tional revolution. And in the
industrialized countries, the
growth of productive capacity
' and the adoption of more flexi-
ble financial policies began to
show the need of new markets.
The U.S. and Western Europe
have become convinced of the
need for presenting the prob-
lems as matters of justice, and
directing a campaign to the
consciences of the rich.
The challenge is the making
known of the need and the
encouragement of the will to
meet it. The facts as I see
them are these:
Modern science and techno-
logy are producing a "Niagara
of social changes" which con-
tain built-in contradictions. For
instance, i m provements in
medicine are causing an enor-
mous population increase which
cannot be fed under existing
circumstances. Today, more
people are born in 10 years
than used to be born in a
hundred. Between 1960 and
1970, a half-billion people will
be added.
They are being born in re-
gions where th eaverage annual
income is 60 dollars a head.
This is not enough to feed
them, let along provide capital
for economic development.
They need aid.
Poor nations tryin g to de-
velop their economics have all
the dice loaded against them.
Technology is becoming more
complex and more expensive
and depends more and more
on skilled labor.
The world's trading system
no longer centers around Great
Britain with its pattern- of ex-
changing industrial exports for
raw material imports. Today,
the United States is the main
axis of world trade, it exports
more raw materials than it
imports. At the same time,
industry now wastes less raw
materials in its manufacturing
processes and is relying more
on man-made substitutes for
natural produce.
So, the gap between supply
and demand, abundance and
need, and rich and poor is in-
creasing.
And over this world hangs
the risk of instant, total an-
nihilation from the hydrogen
bomb. It. more than anything
Brazilian Poor Begin
Anti-Poverty Program
AR A GI:A RI. Brazil —
(ANP) — An assistance project
among the desperately poor of
this city has received an un-
expected boost — from the
poor themselves. Participants
in the program, among whom
are families who had prev-
iously begged and scavenged to
stay alive, save containers
from donated food supplies and
fashion them into utensils and,
clothing.
-Bowls, plates, and place mats
from the Araguari project,
many bearing Food-for-Peace
imprints from the original use,
have become popular as sou-
venirs. Containers are also
used as water cans on the
project's cooperative farm,
which is planted with 120-000
pineapples. The farm was
loaned to the project by its
owners, Franciscan Monks.
Employment and agricultural
training are provided for many
families in tending its crops
and livestock.
Sacks from donated grain
supplies become aprons, sheets
and work clothes, resewn in
girls training classes. Older
boys attend an agricultural]
school, also on donated farm
land.
The Araguari project beearil
modestly three years ago when
a group of women in this in-i
tenor city of 55,000 set out
to do something for the 6,000
or so destitute families in a
squalid settlement which had
no schools or medical facilities,
no proper shelters or running
water.
Seeking assistance from
Americans of several denomi-
nations and agencies, they
received supplies, advice, and
enough funds. The going was
not always easy. The inertia
of c h ronically unemployed
adults was matched by com-
munity impatience for quick
and visible improvement. Lit-
eracy classes and day nurs-
eries were more popular with
children than with their par-
ents.
But with the first tentative
successes, someone with imagi-
nation brought the project to
popularity. Some of the most
incorrigible beggars and petty
thieves became leaders. Rober-
to, who used to steal cars, is
now the leader of his group at
the farm.
To be eligible for aid in the
Araguari project, one family
member must be employed. A
notable difference in self-re-
spect is evident in the homes
of families that formerly sub-
sisted by intermittent earnings
and daily begging. Small gar
It ns have appeared in the
yards of newly rebuilt homes,
flowers bloom bravely at door
steps. And some families have
begen to save money toward






I think it is t Trible the way
you talk in the paper about
such intimate things, like sex
and birth control and so on.
Don't you know young girls,
teen-agers, read your column
and will get ideas?
Indignant Reader
Dear Reader:
As a matter of fact, I hope
teen-age girls — and boys, too
— do read my column and "get
ideas." I assure you that the
ideas they get will not harm
them, but will in many cases
correct wrong information they
have picked up from friends,
comic books, off-color jokes,
and other doubtful sources.
If a youngster is old enough
to show interest in this column,
she (or he) is old enough to
be told the true facts of life,




I have seven children al-
ready and it is hard for us to
take good care of them be-
cause prices of everything keep
going up and my husband's
pay is still the same. Now I
am pregnant again, and I am
just worried sick. Mrs. Hunt,
I do not want another baby
and neither does my husband.
Please tell me where I can go
-- to get an abortion. I do not
want to go to a quack and
maybe end up with an infec-
tion, but I can't afford to pay
a lot either. Please help me.
Mrs. R. U.
else, makes the peoples of the
world into next-door neighbors.
The cure starts with the
acceptance of the moral and
social implications of this phy-
sical proximity in which we all
live. Science, technology, and
trade have made men neigh-
bors: unless they live united as
neighbors, they will die.
To develop this neighborli-
ness on the international lev-
el and to correct the growing
contracdictions which modern
science and technology are
producing, t w o things a r e
necessary — social purpose
and political skill.
These must be consciously
created. Left to himself, the
average man is either mes-
merized by the mere size and
complexity of the problem into
it in an unpredictable and un ew York s Toilets
doing nothing or he reacts to
reliable manner. A world-aid'
system cannot be built on thei
bit-and-miss basis.
Ttlanned Parenthood we try to
make sure t hat every child
born is a wanted child. Please,
please be sure to come to a
Planned Parenthood cooler or
to your ocal Board of Health
station for a good method of
birth control after your baby
is born and before you resume
sex relations with your hus-
band. Don't take a chance on
any further pregnancies after
this one.
Dear Mrs. M.:
I am truly sorry to tell you
that I can be of no help to
you in the way you ask. Surely
you know it is against the
law for a doctor or anyone
else to perform an abortion,
unless there is actual danger
to the mother's life. Any abor
tionist you might go to would
necessarily be operating out-
side the law and you could not
be sure of having the operation
safely and without dangerous
complications, no matter how
high a fee you paid.
I understand how you must
feel, Mrs. M., to have another
baby on the way when you are
finding it difficult to provide
for those you already have. At
• • •
Dear v,eontyne:
If you can have a






There is nothing abnormal
about not wanting to have
children. There are many rea-
sons why a woman, or a cou-
ple, may not wish to raise a
family. After coming to this
decision, it is wise for the
couple concerned to use a re-
liable method of birth control
so that an unwanted child
is not brought into the world.
It is true that ofen a woman
lel not want to become preg-
nant but if she does — by
accident, or perhaps just to
please her husband — she
loves the resulting baby just as
much as any woman who long-
ed for a child with all her
heart
Aslo, it is a woman's pre-
rogative to change her mind,
in this as in anything else.
You may not want a baby
now, or next year or the year
after that, but some day in the
future_ you may to your sur-
prise find ,yourself yearning
for a baby of your own.
But if you never do, don't
worry about it. Many couples
are childless by choice and
are as normal as those with
families.
• • •
(Leontyne Hunt is the voice of
Planned Parenthood in Chica-
go. She will be happy to an-
swer questions about family
planning, sex education and
related matters, either in this
column or by personal mail.
Real names are never used
in the column. You may write
Mrs. Hunt at Planned Parent-
hood Association, 185 N. Wa-




says. "Now we need a sophis-
ticated 20th Century system
which is geared to the total
problem, which has precise
aims, properly tailored and
articulated."
For the so-called Christian;
countries, the matter is one!
of justice, for it was these
nations which launched the
modern technological revolu-
tion, which spread it to the
world at large.
What, then, must be done?
In practical terms, the cure
for the problem of world
poverty and hunger has thres
main parts:
1) The Christian world must
complete the physical and
technological revolution with a
moral revolution fundamental
to the life of man.
2) Governments of the rich
countries must institutionalize
and internationalize their aid
programs. Most of this aid
should go through the United
Nations and other international
agencies, but part should go




should press through their
representatives in Congress to
maintain and increase this aid.
Such action would make an ex-
cellent form of Roman Catholic
-Protestant-Orthodox activity.
But I fear the great Christian
message of dynamic change,
of progress, brotherhood, and
resurrection — the heritage of
the Greeks and Romans is
losing all its strength among
Christians at a time when it
has begun to strike root among
non-Christian peoples.
Only if Christians realize
their responsibility, only if
they pressure their govern-
ments to take action, and only
if they accept that all they are
asked to do is to grow richer
a little more slowly, the basic
meaning of the Christian mes-
sage will be forgotten and the




"There is a subject on my
mind which I has kept quiet
for a long time, but I cannot
tr. quiet any longer," Big
Mouth said.
-Shoot's I invited.
"Well, to sumit up in a nut
shell. I think it should be free
to wee," Big continued.
"What do you mean?"
"I means just what I said.
I think it are most unfair for
the city of New York to have
them mens' rooms on the sub
way stations and to charge ad-
mission of a nickel to get into
them. It seems to me that the
right to relieve oneself, should
not be subject to tax.
"Supossing a cat have to go
real bad and he ain't got no
type of money. Or suppose he
simply do not have change. I
wonder whose idea it were to
charge folks for something like
this. I think it is indecent."
"But, Big," I said. "Accord
_ ing to my understanding, thee
is a logical reason for the pay
rest rooms. One, to help main
lain them and two — to help
keep undesirables out.
"I pay 20 cents fare just
like all other folks who
travels by subway," Big said.
"If that are not enough to help
keep them bathrooms dirty
and smelly as some of themn
Is, then they ought to be bon
est enough to say so an
charge everybody a quarter —
which are what gonna end up
doing anyhow.
"Anyway, I don't think they
ought to be sneaking up into
everybody's pockets for them
nickels when they got you in a
helpless position. I am against
admission-charging toilets. I
think we might have to have
some sitclown demonstrajons
to protest. I am for freedom
of expression in bathrooms
Stop putting me on by charg
Mg me. I just might make this
a big issue, my friend, I might
just become the Martin Luther
King of all folks which wishes
it were ties be wee."
s
"Sometimes I think you are
ill," I said crossly.
"I are ill," Big retorted. "I
am ill of all the things folks
goes through because they are
afraid to have a big mouth
like me. Furthermore, while I
are on the subject of admission-
raising toilets, I also like to say
I very much dislikes bars,
night clubs and cocktail
lounges which takes you money
at the bar, then charges you
to go into the rest rooms."
"You are really quite serious
and embattled about this whole
thing, aren't you?" I said.
"Th‘t I am," Big Mouth ad-
mitted. 'How in the devil you
gonna have a Great Society
when you charges poor folks to





GRAMBLING. La. — Conrad
Hutchinson, Jr., director of the
110,piece Gra rnbling College
Marching Band, is the author
of an article appearing in the
spring issue of the "Journal
of Band Research.
The Journal of Band Re-
search is published by the
American Bandmasters As-
sociation.
The title of the article is
"From th e Four Winds: A
Symposium on the Full Band
Score in C."
Hutchinson has composed
and arranged many works for
band, and has served on the
national committee on rental
band music for the American
Bandmasters Association.







"Storms make oaks take
deeper root." George Her-
bert.
The lovely debs added youth-
ful charm to the Kappa Debu-
tante Ball Friday night at
Club Paradise, and they and
some of their young friends
really got with the music of
Irving Reasons and his col-
leagues and were delighted
with the way Big Ella belts
out her songs, plus the bar-
monizinb of the Vel Tones.
That night has been tucked
away in their storehouse of
memories.
'Twas many a proud mother
giving proud and affectionate
glances at her now young lady
and among them glimpsed in
the sea of friendly faces were
Minnie (Mrs. Richard) Reeves,
pretty and as youthful looking
as her adorable Joyce Lincoln,
who was presented by her
brother, Cecil. a Kappa on the
campus of Fisk who came
down for the occasion: Mabel
Bynum Baker, smart in a long
black sequinned gown having
pictures made with her elite
deb daughter Deborah Jeffer-
son and her grandmother, Mrs.
Mary E. Murphy. who was
lovely in a beige lace long
gown and so very proud to see
her great-granddaughter come
out; Marcelene Turner was
sparkling in a beautiful gold
lame with her eyes as glowing
as her lovely dress over her
daughter Marsha Lynn. as was
the proud grandmother. Mrs.
Addie Mae Horton, pretty in
blue which went so well with
her silver tresses:
Elene (Mrs. Utillus. Jr.) Phil-
lips was smart in a short coral
dress which she covered up
with a beautiful gold evening
coat, she's president of the
Silhouettes; her mother, Louise
A4tp( rs. Taylor) Ward was pretty
' ink; Barbara (Mrs. Joseph)
ins, chose a blue sequin topl
with matching skirt and was
happily escorted by her Kappa
husband who came down from
the University of Tennessee in
Knoxville where he is studying
for his doctorate; Sarah (Mrs.
Horace) Chandler drew many
compliments in her white eve-
ning ensemble, a gorgeous
white sequinned sheath long
gown topped with a fabulously
beautiful white ostrich feather
coat, she was strictly haute
couture and pretty to boot.
Ethel (Mrs. Williard) Bell
becomingly attired in hot pink'
with a flowing back panel;
Erma (Mrs. Harvey) Branch.
looking good in a yellow gown;
Ellen (Mrs. Dave) Branch. in
red lace; Mrs. Lillian Thomas
smart in a blue short gown:
Fredricka (Mrs. Booker T.)
Hodges also chose blue, a long
sheath; Lealer Mason, pretty
in a short silver, gown; Augus-
ta (Mrs. Harry T.) Cash, wore
pink: Marian (Mrs. W. W.)
Gibson was smart in black and
white; Johnsie (Mrs. Howard)
Sims was charming in black,
and Lois (Mrs. Charles-Tarpley
looked especially smart in her
long blue gown; Ida Mae (Mrs.
H. T.) was daring in red chif-
fon, and Lois (Mrs. Clifford)
Stockton. radiant in a pink
floral gown.
Got so busy talking about the
Alpha bail in our last column,
that lo and behold we didn't
have enough room to give you
the names of those gracious
gentlemen: guess we get tar-
ried away with winning that
champagne.
Well. anyway Alpha men re-
sponsible for Un Masque Ball
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Bates, Harper Brewer, Lonnie
Briscoe, Fred Brown, George
D. Clark, Jr., he's the presi-
dent; Kenneth Cole, George
Cox, William Cross, Walter
Evans, his wife is our city's
best dressed in Ebony; William
Hawkins, Taylor Hayes, Gerald
Howll, Onzie Horne, Carl John-
son, 0. B. Johnson, Willie E.
Lindsey, Jr., H. T. Lockard,
he's Administrative Assistant
to Governor Ellington; Robert
Lewis, Ira Murphy, Arthur
Horne, Robert Howse, W. T.
McDaniel, William Mardis, Ed-
dison Morrison, Theron North-
cross. A. B. Owen, Jr.. a good
PR man for the brothers, real
cooperative; Roscoe Overton,
Charles Patterson, Melton Ray-
mond, Thomas Perkins, Cherie
Pinkston, Aaron Powell, Ed-
ward Reed, William Robertson,
George Robinson. S. M. Smith.
Oscar Speight, James Swearen-
gen, Harold Shaw, Harry
Thompso n, Joe Westbrook,
Overtis Wilson, Harold Win-
frey, Ernest Young, Joe Young,
Charles Sueing, Richard Wil-
liams. A. E. Turner and Wal-
lace Wilburn, Jr.
BRIDAL SHOWER . . . The
Wister Smith home on Zanone
was the setting for a kitchen
shower for Pearlie Somerville
who is now Mrs. King Cald-
well, Jr. Guest of honor was
the honoree's mother. Mrs.
Jimmie L. Somerville of Mil-
lingtoti.
Sharing the occasion with the
'.ride and reveling in her joy
as she opened each gift were
Milva Gill, Margaret Boone,
Dorothy Clemens, Fannie Som-
erville, Jacquelyn Jackso n,
Maedell Smith.
Hostesses for the shower
were Valerie Smith and Doro-
thy Jones.
CHIT CHAT: Orphelia (Mrs.,
James) Byas attended the
YWCA Convention in Boston
and has gone on to Montclair,
New Jersey to visit with her
aunt. Mrs. Susie Walker.
Miss Naomi Gordon, went tol
Brooklyn to attend the funeral
of former Memphian William
"Buster" Bailey, IA ho played'
clarinet with Louis Armstrong.'
His sister Miss Maggie Bailey
was once a secretary at Book-
er T. Washington Higlf School.
The winter session has al-
ready ended for Marsha R. Wil-
liams. coed at Beloit College
in Beloit. Wisconsin, and she
flew home to visit her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. James E. Wil-
liams on Stephens before be-
ginning her summer session.
That session began last Thurs-
day for the physics major who
jetted out of here in time to
begin a term as middleclass-
man.
At Beloit students are clafsl-
fied as underclassman, middle-
classman and upperclassman
and Marsha who is in her sec-
ond year has earned the title
of middleclassman.
Second Lt. Ernest C. Withers.
Jr.. is safe on his new post in
the U. S. Army at Ft. Bliss.
Texas. He drove there after
visiting his parents, Dorothy
and Ernest Withers, and broth-
ers, Wendell Jacob, Dedrick
James, Dyral Lewis, Andrew
Jerome and little sister Rosa-
lind Devall.
Two of the former Howard,
Law School student's brothers
are also in the Army, Perry,
who is at Ft. Monmouth, New
Jersey and who sent his Sig-
nal Corps pin to his mother for
Mother's Day which his father
is proudly wearing and Clar-
ence Earl who is in Ft. Benning
Georgia.
CLUB CIRCUIT . . . Betty
L. Johnson was the lucky win-
ner of the gift certificate raf-
fled off by the Rubaiyats at
their meeting in the club room
of Club Rosewood with Mattie
Taylor and Beverly Smith as
co-hostesses.
The Rubaiyats sponsor trans-
portation for the blind adults
to evening classes at Georgia
Avenue School and sold raffle
MISS CORINE PHIFER
Couples Plan For Double
Mr. and Mrs. Dillard Phifer,
Sr., of Montgomery. Ala., and
Mr. and Mrs. Isom Starks,
also of Montgomery, have an-
nounced the engagement of
their daughters to two faculty
members of Owen college, and
the weddings will take place
on Sunday. July 2, at the Holt
Street Baptist church in Mont-
gomery, Ala.
Miss Corine Vivian Phifer
will be married to Neal Darby.
Jr., son of Mrs. Lillian Darby.
of Sylacauga. Ala., and the
late Mr. Neal Darby. Sr.
Miss Betty Jean Starks will
become the bride of Rev. John
H. Corbitt, Jr., of Memphis.1
MRS. LORETTA KATE()
CITED . . . by the men
Men's Fellowship of Second
Congregational Church, for
her contributions as a so-
cial worker in the commu-
nity. Mrs. Kateo a case
worker for Family Service
is flanked by her daughter
Mrs. Rosetta Peterson on
her left and Mrs. Lytia Mc-
Kinney. president of the
Nonchalants Bridge Club of
which Mrs. Kateo is a
member. The club present-
ed her with the orchid she
is wearing as a token of the
esteem for her,
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs.'
John H. Corbitt, Sr., of Aiken.:
S. C.
Miss Phifer attended Alaba-
ma State college and was:
graduated from there with a
bachelor of science degree.
She has done further study on
a master of science degree. A'
first grade teacher at Douglass
Elementary school, she is a
member of the Alpha Kappa
Alpha sorority.
Mr. Darby received his
bachelor of arts degree from
Talladega college at Talladega.
Ala., and the master of science
degree from Tennessee State,
university. He is a member ofi
tickets to help raise money for
their project. They're still seek-
ing financial support and
have been aided by the Alphas
and the Kappas. The bus costs
$15.00 per night and classes
are held twice a week.
Roberta Ratcliffe and Neill
Sharpe were guests at the
meeting and Gloria Ward and
Doris Walls were prize winners
of swinging earrings and
beads.
Other members of the smart
set of young ladies are Peggy
Brewer, president; Ann Curtis.
Lorene Buford, Lavonis D'-.-
'berry. Helen Greene. Mary
Hudson. Evelyn Vavasseur, Au-
drey Wright, Mose Yvonne
Hooks, Gloria Young, Evelyn
Mays, Clara Parker, Mary
Rhodes. Maxine Shipp, Betty
Payne and Jewell Walker.
Los Doce Am i go s, when
translated means twelve
friends, decided to do some-
thing different at their last
meeting; they went shopping
together in the Mall and had
dinner at Piccadilly with Deb-
orah Patterson picking up the
tab.
Enjoying the delightful spring
outing were Joan Golden, Ann
Fletcher Julia Atkins, Denese
Hawkins, Bernice Harris, Betty
Owens, and Geraldine Miller,
Velma McChriston was re-
cent hostess to the Delecta
Dames Bridge club at her
home on Kerr, and presented
her winners with cologne.
jewelry and make-up kits. Cap-
turing the prizes were Leola
Parker, Manae Stanback. and
Will Eva Riley.
Other members attending the
bridge party were Victoria
Lutes, Melzania Killibrew,
Frances McDonald. and Oc-
tavius King. Guesting were





A social science instructor
and publicity director for Owen
college, he is the CORD repre-
sentative for government re-
search at the school and has
been appointed acting dean-
registrar for the 1967-68 school
term.
STARKS-CORBITT
Miss Starks received her
bachela of science degree
from Alabama State college in
Montgomery, and is presently
a third grade teacher at the
A. B. Hill Elementary school.
She is a member of Alpha
Kappa Alpha sorority and is
AKAs To Sponsor Art
Festival At LeMoyne
The fi7th Annual Arts Festi-i
val sponsored by Beta Epsilon
Chapter of Alpha Kappa Alpha
Sorority will be held this Sun-
day, May 14 at Hollis Price
Library, LeMoyne College from
4 to 6 p. m.
The Festival, in addition to
arousing community apprecia-
tion, is to promote more in-
trest and concern on the part
of parents and adults in the
creative ability, progress and
achievement of elementary
secondary school students. All
schools in these categories are
asked to participate.
Some of the categories to be
shown are: oils, transparent
and opaque water colors, pen-
cil drawings, ink drawings,
pastels, crayon, charcoal, color
ed chalk mixed media, collage
printmaking, graphic designs,
general designs, applied textile,
sculpture, pottery, jewelry and
Crafts.
Participating schools may
get their exhibits to LeMoyne's
Hollis Price Library on May
12 from 4 to 6 P. M. and May
13, from 8 A. M. to 12 noon.
All exhibits are to be picked
up by May 15.
Each piece of work will be
pre-selected by a panel of
judges who will have the right
to eliminate any copies or re-
productions. Awards will be
given on the basis of origi-
nality.
Mrs. Rose Coleman is chair-
man of the festival, Mrs. Ear-
line Mobley co-chairman, and •





Iworking on her master of
science degree at Tuskegee In-
stitute.
Rev. Corbitt received a
bachelor of divinity degree
from the Interdenominational
Theological Center in Atlanta.
He has done special study at
Columbia Theological Semi-
nary and further study at the
Vanderbilt University Divinity
School.
Rev. Corbitt is the minister
and professor of Bible and
Religion at Owen college. He
is also pastor of Bells Chapel
Baptist church in Bells, Tenn.,
and a member of the Memphis
Baptist Pastors' Alliance.
DAILY WAREHOUSE SALE DAILY
MON CLAIRE WIG IMPORTS
Warehouses in all leading U.S. Cities
BANKAMERICARD•
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will open its season for the
-Sport of Queens," June 9th,
and for the hundred days,
till October 5th, the Mid-
South's thousands of dog-
racing fans will have their fill
of thrills. The Arkansas Racing
Commission set the dates for
the operation of the popular
West Memphis facility. There
will be two added days for
charity, specifically for the
benefit of the West Memphis
Boys Clubs and the Children's
Colony. President Charles J
Upton of Southland, announced
the dates.
Two A 11-American grey
hound champions, Track Mark-
er, and Texas Bum, wil
return tor this y ear's
racing season.
Track improvements have
been made at Southland, de-
QUEEN OF EMMANUEL
Little Miss Lisa LaJay Mc-
Dowell, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Samuel McDowell of 1018'
Alaska, was crowned queen of
Emmanuel Baptist church re-
cently . She was sponsored by
Mrs. Velma Readus. Rev. WE.
sppite the fact that i is al- Ragsdale is pastor of Emman-
ready one of the nati,m's uei.
finest greyhound racing loca-
tions. There has been an in-
creased in ' e parking lot area,
beautification of the infield,
and other reno-ations follow-
ing a three-year plan intro-
duced last year by R. H.
"Dickey," Upton. public
relations director for South
land.
Bargain Buying
Bargain buying is a neces-
sity for the budget-conscious.
The head of one group of
stores (John's Bargain Stores
Dr. H. F. Price
Speaks To
Churchmen
Dr. Hollis F. Price, presi-
dent of LeMoyne college, told
about his two years as modef
tor of the United Church cit
Christ when he spoke to the-
Men's Fellowship of Second,
Congregational church's Ape*
meeting.
Corp.) offered these m oney Dr. Price's talk was follow-7
saving tips: Buy off season. ed by a lively discussion.
List all the items you will need
next summer and buy them
now. You can save 10 to 30 per
cent by buying in numerical
quantity. If, say, you buy one
pair of stockings, one run or
hole means a total loss. But if
you purchase six pairs of the
same type and color you can
increase the usefulness of each
item.
•
Hosts at the meeting were
Whittier A. Sengstacke mut
George Stevens.
The 1967-68 officers of thefl
Men's Fellowship have b2ew
elected, and they are Carl
Stotts, president; Silas Washhir
ton, vice president: Chii les.
Shelto, sec r etary: Fralir
Williams, treasurer, and IV
John Beuhler, worship leader,
downtown • union ave.
Nouthland 'elan
C S S
fashion specialists in sizes
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Need A New Dress?
Head For Linen Closet
NEW YORK —(UPI)— After
paper dresses, what? Well,
Madame, make way for dress-
es, pant suits and all sorts
of cover-ups made from towels,
bedspreads shower curtains,
sheets.
It was only reasonable to
expect designers to invade the
linen closet, For some seasons
now, they've been advancing
togs made from drapery and
upholstery fabric.
• • •
Now that towels and such
are respectable, you don't have
to fret ever again about
what to wear. So you make
a dress of two sheets and it's
a windy night. Then say you're
two sheets to the wind. It's
true — but fashionable.
The fashion okay came dur-
ing a top collection by pace-
setting designers who worked
with nothing but bed and bath
fixings.
, The collection, billed as
"Lady, You're Putting Me On,"
occurred in New York and was
sponsored by Fieldcrest.
• • •
Sarmi, one of the designers,
Damsels Plan
Raffle At
Margaret Pye Engaged Towns' Home
To Rodgers M. Lewis
Mr. and Mrs. Banks L. Pye fourth grade teacher at the
of Collierville, Tenn., have an- Fayette County Training
nounced the engagement of school in Somerville.
their daughter, Miss Margaret Mr. Lewis is the son of Mr.
E. Pye, to Rodgers M. Lewis and Mrs. Mose Lewis, Jr., of
of Columbus, Ohio. • 2022 Hubert ave. and a grad-
Miss Pye is a graduate of uate of Manassas High school.
the W. P. Ware High school in He is also a graduate of
Soitierville, Tenn., and Lane Lane college at Jackson, Tenn.,
college in Jackson, where she where he received the bachelor
received the bachelor of arts of arts degree and a a member
degree in elementary educa- of Omega Psi Phi fraternity.
lion,. Mr. Lewis was named '•Mr
While at Lane, Miss Pye was Memphis" during his senior
a member of the Lane College year and was a representative
Chapter of the OES, the Young on the Student Government.
Women's Senate and the Worn- He has done graduate study
en's Recreational Club. at Tennessee A&I State uni-
She is a member of Stinson versity in Nashville, and is
Chapel CME church, where she presently a teacher in Colum-
serves as director of Christian bus.
Education and sings with the The wedding will take place
choir. on Sunday, June 18, at the





The Damsel Social club will
present a raffle party at the
home of Mrs. Ethel Towns of
1638 Riverside blvd. on Satur-
day, May 27.
Lucky ticket holders will be
presented cash prizes of $25
$15 and $10 and one does not
have to be present to win. Tick-
ets may be abtained from
any club member.
Officers of the club are Mrs.
Juanita Conner, president;
Mrs. Mettle E. Folson, vice
president; Mrs. Rubye Jackson
secretary; Mrs. Aline Mont-
gomery, treasurer; Mrs. Ada
Adams, business manager;
Mrs. Ethel Towns, chaplain;
Mrs. Elizabeth Atkins, ser-
geant-at-arms; Mrs. Randella
Davis, critic, and Mrs. Lula
Hayslett, reporter.
The menu will include bar-
becue, fried chicken and spa-
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THIS WEEK'S SPECIAL
'64 Ford Gal•slis 500, convertible.
cruis-e-matic, radio, power steer-






















A Little Profit Used Car is one that runs better and
costs l.-
It runs better because we- sell it. We won't DO ft
until it pause a rigorous physical examination.
It costs less because we sell it. too. We sell a lot sore
cars—new and used— because we're willing to sake
just a Little Profit on each one.
Add it up and you'll see that a Little Profit Used Car










'63 FORD—Air, 4 Dr., V-8,
Auto.
'64 OLDS.—Air, P.S., R&H
'64 BUICK—Air, V-8, Auto.
'65 MERC.—Air, 4 Dr. P.S.,
Auto.
'65 PONT.—Air, 4 Dr., P.S.,
Auto.
'64 CHEV.—Air, 4 Dr., Auto. .
'63 CHRYSLER-4 Dr.,
V-8, Auto.




'65 FL 506-24r. H.T.
'66 FORD--A1r1 4 Door. Auto.
REGISTER TODAY 14 MUSTANGS
FREE Use for Ono Year.
Calf end We Will Moll Yor Entry Conk.
NOBODY WALKS AWAY
 ..•••
The Little Profit Dseitr
HERFF FORD
OPEN NITES 2450 SUMMER






transformed a shower curtain
into an elegant evening gown
— worn under a coat made of
a blanket.
John Moore presented a full-
length evening gown and coat
ensemble, both in pink and
both trimmed with jet bugle
beads. The gown was made
from a sheet; the coat from a
blanket.
Pauline Trigere made a
hostess gown from a bedspread
She also advanced a backless
evening gown with a halter
neckline, using a bedspread.
• • •
Don Simonelli of Anne Klein
Inc., designed a provocative
hostess ensemble, featuring a
floor-length coat in red, open-
ing from the waist to reveal a
short skirt with wide belt and
buckle. It was made of towels.
Ditto for the pink tights includ-
ed with the outfit
Another far from the crying
variety of towel was used by
that trend-setter Adele Simpson
She took towels with a Mexican
design and came up with a
beach poncho shown over
shorts — also made from
towels.
Educational towels, called
"Teach Me, Read Me," were
used by Kate Greenaway's
Joan Bellew. The picture-story
patterns seemed suitable for
what she made — a little
eirl's play dress with bloomers
and a jumpsuit.
For the bride who marries
on July 4, Jon Haggins trans-
formed a "1776" white bed-
spread into a distinctive bridal
dress and cap.
• • •
Highlights of other offerings
in the bed-and-bath fashion
show:
---,Stan Herman of Mr. Mort's
took cardinal red towels and
created a short lounging robe
for milady by adding black
faille collar, cuffs and sash.
—Bill Atkinson took a scal-
loped sheet and a patterned
blue bedspread to create a
sequin-studded high necked
tunic over tapered, button-
trimmed pants.
—Eloise Cutris added red-
white-and-blue sequins to tow
els shaped into the shift sil
houette. For formal events,
Miss Curtis offered a backless
evening gown made of towels
trimmed with white lace.
The message fro mthe fash-
ion seers is clenr, my dear.




If you are being married at
a hotel ballroom or if you plan-
ned to have your reception
there, the banquet or social
manager can be of valuable
help, says Edythe Vincent in
"Bride-to-be."
If your wedding is held at the
hotel, he will make arrange-
ments for a suitable floral
background, engage musicians





The Hiawatha Art and Social
club observed its fifty-second
anniversary at the Lelia Walk-
er Clubhouse on April 27, and
Mrs. Mary D. King read the
history of the organization,
which was organized to do
art work. It is named for the
Indian in the long poem of the
same name by Henry Wads-
worth Longellow.
Members of long standing
were honored. They were Mrs.
Mary Murphy, Mrs. Mary D
King, Mrs. Lucy Folkes, Mrs.
M. J. Owens and Mrs. Amanda
Smith. Corsages were pinned
on them as the other membets
sang, "Let Me Call You Sweet-
heart."
The guest speaker for the
occasion was Miss Ethel Mur-
ray, a nitember of the staff
of the University of Tennessee,
who told of her experiences in
traveling. She also had an
exhibit.
Other members present, and
enjoying the tasty menu, were
Mrs. Mauddean Seward, Aire.
Willa Brisco, Mrs. Annie
Thompson, M r s. Ernestine
Martin, Miss Maggie Newsom
Mrs. Grace Tardy, Mrs. Mil-
dred Crawford, Mrs. Floca
Cochrane, Mrs. Lillie Kirkion,
Mrs. Earl Greene, Mrs. W. A.
Bisson, Mrs. Jessie Lockhart
and Mrs. Lettie Poston.
Guests present were Mrs
Beulah Lewis and Mrs. MA
Butler.
Mrs. Winnie Hill is president
of the club, and Miss R. C.
Lenoir secretary and reporter.
TEEN JOB SEEKERS:
Brighten Your Fashion Image
With Polished Leather Shoes
The smart teenager seeking
summer employment will
brighten her image with well-
poliahed leather footwear. Since
serveys reveal that most in-
terviewers look at feet first,
she'll find it pays to put them
forward in neat good-looking
shoes.
Furthermore, many a boss
has an unfavorable "typical
teen" picture in his mind that
must be eradicated and re-
placed. To accomplish this,
careful attention to hair, make-
up, clothes and footwear is
most important.
Here are some shoe tips,
courtesy of Leather Industries
of America, to keep teens on
,their toes in the junior job-
hunt:
Do not go to an interview
wearing shoes that are scuffed,
or run down at the heels. No
matter how smartly you are
dressed, soiled shoes can de-
stroy the whole effect and
your chances.
Under no circumstances wear
sneakers, either for an in-
GOAT MILK
The best food for an E X-
PECTANT MOTHER. Pint
daily will replace calc i urn
losses. Keep your teeth-and







or later, on the job
nothing
in the




The office girl keers her
feet on the ground in leather
pumps, ties or simple sling-
backs. Low or mid-heels are
best for efficiency, as well as
fashion. Tasteful leather tepee":
tures for the business shoe in-
clude smooth, grained bflusbed
suede and genuine patent
leathers.
A new job often calls for
new shoes. When shopping. -re
make sure that the shoes are
leather and American-made.
Supple leather uppers flex with 4
each step while moving from 7:
desk to filing cabinet. Leather ;
soles give day-long support, so .




ask for V.O., the Smooth Canadian.
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Child Also Dies; 8 Escape
Helicopter's Plunge Into Sea
um.
a.. DA NANG, Vietnam — A
helicopter crash Tuesday killed
famed American pianist Phi-
lippa Schuyler, 34, who delayed
her departure from Vietnam
last Saturday for the mission of
mercy which claimed her life.
Miss Schuyler, daughter of
George Schuyler, former editor
of the Pittsburgh (Pa.) Courier,
had planned to leave Vietnam
last Saturday but decided to
stay to continue her volimteer
work of evacuating Catholic
school children from Hue to
Danang.
A South Vietnamese child also
was killed. The pilot was hos-
pitalized with a concussion and
the remaining three crewmen
were sent to a hospital for ob-
servation.
Chicago is among the many
cities in which the accomplished
composer and pianist had ap-
peared.
About 15 months ago, she
appeared at Olivet Bap tist
Church before one of the largest
Southside audiences to attend
a concert_
Theodore Charles Stone, lo-
cal concert singer, described
her death as "a great loss to
the cultural and musical com-
munity everywhere."
Stone, who said he had wit-
nessed many of her perfor-
mances since her early child.
hood, said she had made a
"tremendous contribution in in-
ternational and human relations
through music."
Miss Schuyler- was acclaimed
as a "child prodigy" ever sinee
she composed her "Suite
of the Seasons" at age 5. She
was the first child ever to play
her own compositions over a
national network.
At age 6, she performed her
own compositions at the New
York World's Fair in 1939-40.
At age nine, she had given
PHILIPPA SCHUYLER
concerts in nine states. By this
time, she had composed many
classical numbers.
At age 14, she played Saint-
Seans' "Coficerto No. 2 with the
New York Philharmonic Or-
chestra.
By 1956, she had played in 30
countries on five continents and
with orchestras in Brazil, Uri-
guay, Argentina, Chile, the
United States, France, Spain
and Finland.
In 1960 she announced that
the obstacles of racial and sex-
ual prejudice had forced her
to leave the United States and
tour the world to make a living.
Miss Schuyler, who then was
27, said she encountered "vi-
c'eus barriers of prejudice
against me in the field of em-
ployment because I was the
offspring of what America calls
a 'mixed marrage.' "
Miss Schuyler's father is Ne-
In Viet Crash
gro, and her mother is white.
She was in Vietnam as a
special correspondent for the
Manchester ( N. H.) Union-Lead-
er, and was killed in the plunge
of a U.S. Army helicopter into
Da Nang bay, close enough
for some of the 14 passengers
to make it to shore.
She had arrived on her second
trip to Vietnam just be/ o r e
Easter and performed at con-
certs in schools and hospitals
as well as concert halls. Her
visit had been at the invitation
of then Ambassador Henry Ca-
bot Lodge,
Miss Schuyler was the seeoni
woman correspondent to be
killed in Vietnam.
Dickey Chapell, 47, a report-
VOCALIST ARETHA FRANK-
LIN is recuperating in a Det-
roit hospital after undergoing
four-hour surgery to save the
use of her right arm which was
broken in two places and had
a bone cmopletely dislocated.
Miss Franklin suffered the in-
juries after falling f rom the,
stage of the City Auditorium
bail in Columbus, Ga., while
performing in front of a capa-
city audience. The freak acci-
dent will cost the famed singer-
pianist an estimated $100,000
due to cancellations of concert
engagements.
er-photographer, died Nov. 4,
1965, several hours after being
wounded by a concealed mine
On Jan. 3, 1966, Marguerite
Higgins, who won a Pulitzer
Prize for her coverage of the
Korean War, died in Washing-
ton from an infection contracted
while on tour of Vietnam and
Southeast Asia.
The Huey Helicopter in which
Miss Schuyler was transporting
the eight Vietnamese childree
was only about 10 minutes from
its destination and 40 miles
from its takeoff point whea it
crashed.
An Army aviation spokesman
said the pilot issued a brie'
emergency May day signal
identifying itself and its post
EXPLAINS LINK
Onetime CIA executive Thomas
Braden explains that he turned
over thousands of dollars in CIA
funds to American labor leaders
to help bolster unions in post-
war Europe against Communist
subversion. Braden, now editor
and publisher of the Blade-Tri-
bune, Oceanside, Calif., speci-
fically named United Auto
Workers president Walter P.
Reuther, to whom Braden said
be handed over $58,000 in $50
bills, and Irving Brown of the
American Federation of Labor
who allegedly got $15,1100 "from
the vaults of the Central Intel-
ligence Agency." (UPI Tele-
photo)
Two Fellowships For Honors Coed
DURHAM, N. C. — Miss
Natalie E. Marshall, Durham,
a senior in mathematics at
North Carolina College, has
been offered postgraduate fel-
lowships at two Michigan uni-
versities.
An honors student, the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. F.
D. Marshall of 613 Dunbar St.,
Durham, has been offered a
teaching fellowship at the Uni-
versity of Michigan, Ann
Arbor, and a National Science
Foundation t r a ineeship at
Michigan State University,
East Lansing.
The University of Michigan
fellowship includes a stipend
of $2,600. A stipend of $2,400 is
offered to Miss Marshall wider
the NSF grant for the first
year, $2,600 for the second
year, and $2,800 for the third
year.
Miss Marshall attended East
End Elementary School and
Hillside High School in Dur
ham. Her mother is a school-





At NCC Miss Marshall etas
a member of the honors pro-
gram, the Mathematics Club,
Delta Sigma Theta social so-
rority, and Alpha Kappa Mu
honor society.
She served as treasurer of
Beta Kappa Chi Scientific
Honor Society, was named to
"Who's Who Among Students
in American Colleges and Uni-
versities," and was the recip-
mittee members; Mrs. Dizelle
Lauderdale, chairman of the
Garden club, and Mrs. Marga-
ret Valiant, reporter.
! Presiding after the installa-
tion, Mr. Bell announced as 1
his desire "to work with
everyone to improve ourselves
and our community."
Officers of the LeMovne
Gardens Tenants' Association
were installed in the LeMoyne
Gardens auditorium, and on
hand to install them in
the presence of men than 100
persons was J. T. Chandler,
insurance official and church
leader.
The officers are Clarence
W. Bell, president; Mrs.
Catherine Howell, vice presi-
dent; Mrs. Annie B. Wilbourn,
treasurer; Mrs. Velma W.
Bonhart, secretary; Mrs.
Ethel Purnell, chaplain; U. C.
Leigh, parliamentarian; Mrs.
Minnie Smith, chairman of
the Welfare Committee; Mrs.
Elizabeth Smith and Mrs.
Inez McGee, Welfare Coin-
LOCAL CHEMICAL COMPANY Needs
inexperienced High School Graduatea
or equivalent education for Production
Wort. Good Working Conditions. Age
21 to 40. Call 363-4340.
FOE SALE
Wars Large Men Clothes. Children
and Ladies wear. Drapes and Spreads.
1273 N. Parkway. BR 5-4974
POSJSCLOBURE SALE
WHEREAS. John Oliver and wife.
Addle Oliver by Deed of That dated
March 19, 1966. of record In Book
5906, Page 400 and re-recorded In
Boot 6909 Page 194 and re-recorded
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Other persons appearing on
the program were A. Parker,
director of MAP South; Bill
Clarke, senior social worker
in the program; and Foster
Adams, who introduced a
group of Lemoyne students
who give all of their time to
help neighborhood children
with special problems.
Also speaking was Mrs.
Calverta Ishmael, who told
of her many activities at
Foote home; and Jack Ro-
berts, assistant manager of
LeMoyne Gardens, who asked
them to beware of four
enemies: ball-playing which
breaks windows; slingshots
and B-B guns, which are
illegal; breaking of glass in
streets which endangers people
and property, and careless dis-
posal of garbage, which results
in an increase of germs, flies
and rats.
Mrs. Willie Dean Jackson
is manager of LeMoyne Gar-
dens,
lent of the Beta Kappa Chi
Science Award for 1964-65.
She was named to the dean's
lift and as the most outstand-
ing student in mathematics at
the annual Coed Weekend ban-
quet recently.
During the summer of 1966
she worked at Brookhaven Na-
tional Laboratory in New York
as research assistant in the
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tion over the bay. Rescue heli-
copters were dispatched im-
mediately.
A plane was over the crash
almost at once and directed
the rescue copters.
The crash was not attributed
to Communist fire. An investio
gation was started at once.
Miss Schuyler was completing
a book on her experiences in
Asia as a sequel to her 1960
book, "Adventures in Mack
and White," about her tour in
the Belgian Congo. In 1962 she
wrote "Who Killed the Congo?'
and in 1963 "Christ in Africa "
Miss Schuyler established an
international reputation on U.S.
good will tours of more than
70 countries while in her Xs.
She gave command performan
ces for the late Queen Mother
Elizabeth of Belgium and oth-
ers, was honored by the Haitian
Government in 1950 and by
Emperor Haile Selassie of Ethi-
opia in 1955.
She gave the premier per,
formance of her first piano vie-
certo in 1965 in an appearance
with the Cairo Symphony.
She lived in New York City
and had been scheduled to
speak to the New York Wo-
men's Press Association on the
role of the arts in interna-
tional relations on May 20.
Winston-Salem Completes
Women's Week Program
WINSTON-SALEM — Mrs. I
Martha J. Young, executiveI
secretary of the Patterson Ave-
nue Branch YWCA, delivered
the keynote address opening
Women's Week on the campus
of Winston-Salem State College.
The theme for the week, was
"Woman's Sphere in a Pro-
gressive World."
Mrs. Young used as her sub-
ject, "The Contemporary Scene
As It Challenges Today's Wom-
en."
Mrs. Young reminded her au-
dience that their environment
abounded with opportunities to
achieve, to render service, and
to direct the course of history.
"The first step is knowledge,
the time is now and the choice
Is yours," she said.
The second event of the week
was a charm clinic and fashion
show where the college coeds
modeled fashions in dress,
sports and evening wear.
The theme at another event
was "Women in The Arts," de-
veloped,..at the mid-week assem-
bly by the women of the cam-
pus and students from the
North Carolina School of the
Performing Arts.
Student leaders for the week
were:
Magdalene McDowell of Lum
STENOGRAPHER
TOP SALARY
Experienced - Excellent opportunity to
• njoy Top Salary with large NATIONAL
COMPANY.- GROUP INSURANCE, PAID
VACATIONS and PENSION PLAN. High
School Education or Equivalent.
Age to 45. Must type 75 to 80 W.P.M.
Must take shorthand, 95 to 100 W.P.M.
_
WONDER SNACK FOOD DIVISION
CONTINENTAL BAKING CO.
653 CORRINE — MEMPHIS




berton, Deitra Eaton of Wins-
ton-Salem; Fannie Satterfield
of Roxboro, Mrs. Dorothy Dav-
is of Winston-Salem Ann Fund-
erburk of Edinburg, Illinois;
Burmadean George of Durham,
and Geraldine Smith of ,Eeet
Orange, N. J. Also Col)a
Brooks of Pittsboro and Patri-
cia Holiday of Winston-Slilena.
Daisy Butler of Moonestown.
N. J., and Nancy Miller.
AUTO LIABILITY - FOR EVERY DRIVER
AGE 16-80
Small Down Payment-8 Months to Pay
FOR HELP WITH
• SR-22 FRING • DRIVERS UNDER AGE 25
• NOTARY PUBLIC WORK • DRIVERS OVER 65
• ALL MAIL FROM • CANCELLED-REJECTED
THE DEPT. OF SAFETY RISK
CALL NOM
ADKINS
Insurance a Real Istote Co.
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fifth is the same mellow, smooth
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round bottle. Famous since 1835,
today Old Crow is the most popular
Bourbon in the land. Enjoy the
Traveler at no extra charge.
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professor at Indiana state na-
versity, then resigned
Annakin, 69, had set a gal
two years ago of gaining ac-
creditation from the Southern
Association of Schools aad Col-
leges ior Allen. Students tear-
ed his departure might cripple
chances for such recognition.
They began their demon-ltra
tions Saturday, and M•mea
threw a ring around the ca.r.-
to let anyone
twice was turn.
ed away by students w h
chanted, "We love you resi-
dent Glover, but you can't go
in." He later was allo.vel to
enter.
Glover, 50, then sent a tele-
gram to the chairman of the
trustees, Bishop Carey Gibbes
of the African Methodist Es-
copal Church, which supports
Allen University, asking for an
emergency meeting "in a sin-
cere effort to make soiae ad-
justments to the grievances in
question."







A civil rights advocate re-
turned from Sunflower, Miss.
yesterday with news that law-
yers have Wed a court action
charging that election officials
in the delta farming town fail-
ed to provide protection for
Negroes voting in the May ;
elections.
Federick (Doug) Andrews,
a Westside ACT worker, said
a motion was filed before U. S.
District Court Judge Claude F.
Clayton Tuesday.
Andrews said election officials
in Sunflower had promised to
appoint a Negro poll watcher
"to oversee voting procedures."
Six Negro candidates hi
the election lost their indivicr
us) races, despite a "good
turnoUt of Negro voters" at
the polls , Andrews asserted.
He said white election officials
"stole the election."
According to Andrews, Ne-
gro voters "flooded" the polls,
and 158 had voted before noon
election day. He said 186 out
of 191 Negro voters went to the
polls.
He said he held voters work-
shops in the town prior to the
election, and helped to mold
a "concerted effort" to break
the white residents' hold on
t the town's public offices.
The special election bad been
ordered by Judge Clayton,
after the U. S. 5th District
Circuit Court of Appeals set
aside the regular June 8, 1965
election in a landmark decision
under the 1965 Voting Rights
Act.
Andrews said the voting was
proceeded by attempted eco-
nomic reprisals against Ne-
groes. He declared that one of
the a I dermanic candidates
had her house bombed twice.
After the election, Andrews
said, 60 of the Negro votes
Page 11
n Mississippi Election
WESTSIDE HEADS MISSISSIPPI VOTER WORKSHOP
Frederick (Doug) Andrews, seated right, talks to' Negro
residents of Sunflower, Miss, during a voter's workshop
held before the May 2 elections in the delta farm communi-
ty, Andrews, after his return to Chicago, said civil rights
lawyers filed a suit in a Mississippi court charging that
election officials in Sunflower had broken their promise
were ruled invalid, while 30
others were challenged by the
election board. On the day of
the election the Negroes out-
polled the whites 191 to 158.
The Negro office seekers
included a mayoral candidate
and five candidates for seats
on the city council.
Mississippi officials yesterday
maintained that no agreement
had been made to name a Ne-
gro poll worker, and that when
federal observers were sent to
Sunflower by the Justice De-
partment, there was no need
for election assistants.
They said federal voting as-
sistants entered the voting
booths with those who declared
themselves illiterate and help-
ed them with their ballots.
The Mississippi Freedom
Party, which backed Negro
candidates in Sunflower and
nearby Moorhead, spearheaded
the original challenge to the
elections. Negro candidates
were also beaten out in the
Moorehead elections.
The F'DP, along with rights
workers from Chicago and
other northern cities, made
Sunflower its focal point in its
bid to elect a majority of Ne-
groes to local political offices.
King-Inspired Meeting
Of Peace Groups Held
TIMORE (UPI) — Na-
tional organizations oppoied to
the war in Vietnam held the.r
first planning session Monday
as part of Dr. Martin Luther
King's "Vietnam Summer" proj-
ect.
About 60 persons attc.nded
the meeting, including repre-
sentatives of Students for a
Democratic Society, the South-
ern Christian Leadership Con-
ference, National Council of
Churches, Women 's Inter-
national League for Peace and
Freedom, the Inter-University
Committee and the American
Friends Service Committiee
"You might describe it as a
marriage of necessity," said
John Maher, 29, a spokesman
for the group. "We just can't
will have to do more than fire
the biology professor for him
to stay at Allen now, "They'd
have to completely reorganize
the board now," he said.
"We want the powers usually
invested in the administration
to be returned to the adminis-
tration. Without that you have
chaos," he said.
afford any longer to fightl
among ourselves."
Maher said the groups plan-
ned no civil disobedietr.., and
few rallies. The suggestion also
was made that a Presidential
"Peace Ticket" might be run
if the climate of opinion was
right next year.
Volunteers will concentrate
on trying to mobilize opinion
against the war, he said, with
a special effort directed at the
middle-class, and politically
middle-of-the-road Americans in
large urban areas. Persuons
protesting the war will be cir-
culated and seat to 'coal Con-
gressmen, he added.
The "Vietnam Summer" or-
ganizations hope to raise $700,-
000 from contributions to pay
living expenses of 200 trained
field organizers and to help
recruit about 2,000 d000r-to-
door volunteers.
Ten cities were named as
principal targets on the cam
paign: St. Louis, Baltimore,
Louisville, Denver, Houston,
Seattle, Chicago, San Francis-
co, Los Angeles =a' Detroit.
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CIVIC CLUB QUEEN —
Miss Regenia Wiggins, a
student at Douglass High
it school, was crowned gueen
1 of the Hyde Park-Hollywood
Civic League recently in a
service held at Golden Leaf
Baptist church. The crown
was placed on her head by
City Commissioner Pete
Sisson, in rear, left, and a
key to the city presented
her by Mayor William B.
Ingram, Jr. She was spon-
sored by the citizens of Hu.
bert Avenue, with Mrs. Lil-
lian Evans as one of the
=in sponsors and Mrs. L.
Stodests at Allen University in Columbia.
S.C.. hanged in effigy Bishop Carey T.
Gibbes, chairman of the board at the uni-
versity. The students are boycotting classes
M. Bland as general chair-
man. Also seen here are
Rev. L M. Hamblin, host
pastor, and C. B. Myers,
president of the league.
Miss Wiggins is the daugh-
ter of Mr. and Mrs. J. D.
Wiggins of 2078 Hubert ave.
(withers photo)
in a protest over the board's action
caused the university's white dean to





Students Take Over Allen
University In Policy Row
COLUMBIA, S. C. — The
distinguished, gray-haired pres-
ident of Allen University stove
In the gloom of his darkened
office and looked through a
window at the campus.
Students lay in droves on tile
grass. Some squatted atoo the
spike-studded wall enclosing
the campus. Crude barricalei
blocked the entrances to class-
rooms.
The p r edominatly Negro
school was under seige by 
pus, refusing
enter. Glover
students protesting the resig-
- nation of the whie dean of
faculty, which climaxed a dis-
pute with the university's
board o. trustees.
Monday was the third day
i of student demonstrations and
classroom boycotts aimed at
forcing the "surrender" of the
trustees. Student leaders vow-
ed there would be no let up
without such a capitulation.
University president Benja-
min J. Glover has been caught
. in the middle of the dispute.
He backs Faculty Dean V.
Dewey Annakin, but must fol-
'ew the dictates of the trus-
tees.
"I'd certainly like to see
things retern to normal,- he
said in the dimness of
his office caused by a missin;
main fuse which knocked out
lights and telephones in the
administration building and
caused food in a nearby cafe-
teria tr spoil. "But I don't see
bow things will." •
At issue is the rehiring by
the trustees of a biology pro-
fessor Annakin had receies,ed
be fired for "unprofessional con-
duct and incompetence."
The trustees ordered that
Glover renew the contract of
the woman who has been on
the Allen faculty for 25 Tears.
Annalrin, a former sociology
to hive a Negro poll watcher at the voting booth daring
the elections. Six Negroes lost in the elections. One was
in the mayoral race, while the others were running for
seats on the City Council. (Photograph for the Daily
Defender by (Maws Mugwana)
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- SPORTS
!HORIZON
Over 100,000 racing fans at
Churchill Downs and millions
on television watched the tre-
mendous upset vicgtory by
Proud Clarion in the 93rd run-
ning of the Kentucky Derby.
Proud Clarion was a 30-1 choice
and paid $62.20 to lucky holders
of $2.09 tickets.
Threats to disrupt the run
for the roses by civil rights
leaders who have been demon-
strating for an open housing
law in Louisville, failed to ma-
terialize when Dr. Martin Lu-
ther King unexpectedly called
the march off.
However, with security forces
in excess of 2,000 National
guardsmen and policemen,
there was no guarantee that
demonstrators woudn't arrive
on the scene and share the
highlights with the pre-race
favorite — Damascus — which
had the great Bill Shoemaker
aboard.
None of the aforementioned
events came off as Proud Cla-
rion emereed from the fog on
the last turn to beat Barbs
Delight down the stretch for
an exciting one length triumph.
The favored Damascus was
the only favorite to finish in
the money, paying $3.40 to
show.
The winning jockey, Bob Us-
sery, was scheduled to ride the
fourth place winner, Reason to
Hail and being able to get re-
leased from that mount to
board Proud Clarion, will
make the decision a historic
hail to reason.
The Darby Dan Farm entry
resumes training with attention
focused on the Triple Crown.
The next step for Proud Cal-
non is the Preakness next week
in nearby Baltimore. The Bel-
mont Stakes, the final jewel
in racing's three famous races
for three-year olds, will follow
from New York's Belmont
Park. Odds will drop consider-
ably on Poud Clarion on the




Eddie Robinson, who has
turned out more professional
football players than any other
small college in the nation —
including such standouts as
Henry "Tank" Younger and
currently the most feared lines-
man in th eAmerican Football
league in Buck Buchanan of
the champion Kansas City
Chiefs, was slated to speak
last Monday -night at Father
Bertrand's sports banquet.
Robinson is a veteran of
over 15 seasons in the Loud
Southwestern Athletic Confer
ence. The Grambling mentor
may have had a vested interest
in coming to Memphis. The
Tigers are interested in Father
!Bertrand's all-Memphis tackle,
Melvin Williams. In view of the
fact that Louisiana state school
are restricted to just a few
scholarships for out-of-state
;athletes, this is indicative of
Williams' football ability.
RE,IONAL SHOWDOWN
Four to six months of pre-
pa ration and a little better than
a month of competition have
narrowed the prep track and
field stars down to the first
three place finishers in the in-
dividual events of last week's
district meets. Also, to com-
pete in Saturday's West Ten-
nessee Regional will be the
top two relay teams from five





The Interagency Board, U.S.
Civil Service Commission at
Memphis has announced a
new examination for the posi-
tions of stenographers and ty-
pists.
Successful candidates will
be appointed to fill positiens
with Federal agencies in the
state of Tennessee, Fort Camp-
bell, Ky.; Crittenden County,
Ark.: and Walker County, Ga.
Starting salaries for the posi-




Memphis minister, Rev. El-
mer M. Martin, pastor of
St. Andrews AME Church ap-
peared before a group of the
AME's in Chicago, Ill, April
25-27, 1967 and challenged
the African Methodist Episcopal
Church to put evangelism high
on its program list for csn
sideration during the 'orth-
coming General Conference.
The group, meeting in
Chicago, is a coalition of
groups whose objective is to
study proposed legislation and
programs for the African
Methodist Episcopal Church,
which it hopes to have consid-
ered at the Gene al Cenference.
The General Conference will
meet in Philadelphia, Pa., in
May, 1968.
Reverend Martin's special
assignment was to present
proposed legislation and pro-
grams for the Department of
Feangelism. He is being assist-
ed by other ministers.
In his special report, he
will appeal to the Church to
increase its budget for the
Department of Evangelism
more than five times its pres-
ent level.
Reverend Martin will insist
that the church's main business
is evangelism and should
be given priority among other
programs. His committee will
present a four-year program
entitled "God Calls." He calls
individual Christians to -find
one, teach one, bring one,
and keep one."
The program will be suggest-
ed fer the Department's next
Quadrennial program of work.
$4,776 per year, depending on
experience or education and
rating on the writing tests.
Copies of the announcement
containing all the essential
information and applications
for the examination may be
obtained from the Executive
Officer Interagency Board of
U.S. Civil Service Examiners
for Tennessee, 167 North Main
Street, Memphis, Tenn., Room
37.
NO MONEY DOWN!
NO PAYMENT 'TIL AUG.
RCA Ti-tife color tube wifh Perm,,-Chrome Sim-
plified color-quick tuning 25,000 volt picture
power RCA solid copper circuits '
ORDER BY PHONE FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY!
NOW 4 STORES ... OPEN 'TIL 9 P.M. --FREE PARKING
GIFT FOR RUST COLLEGE — Dr. W. A. McMWan, presi-
dent of Rust college at Holly Springs, Miss., was the reci-
pient recently of a check for $1,000, a gift from the students
at Cornell college, Mount Vernon, Iowa, for the Rust library.
Presenting the check is Gerald Raymaker, vice president of
the Student Senate of Cornell college. Also from Cornell
for the presentation were Stuart Good, dean of students, and
Bernard Richardson, librarian.
Local Barbers Vote To
Raise Service Fees
Effective May 15, most Negro
barbershops will charge $1 75
for a hair-cut. This will renre-
sent an increase of 25 cents.
A shave will jump from $1 to
$1.25 A child's haircut will go
from $1.25 to $150 A line will
cost $1.50.
Chapter 691 of Associated
Master Barbers, with head-
quarters at 653 Tate Street,
voted unanimously last week
to raise barbershop prices.
James A. Bradfield, presiden
of the chapter, said over a hun-
dred shops in Memphis and
Shelby County will adopt the
new price list.
White barbershops in Mem-
phis have already announced
that their new price for a hair-
cut will be $2.
"The cost of living and the
pressure put on shop owners by
the Board of Health" to meet
certain health requireny.rits
were cited by Mr. Bradfietd as
reason for the rise in thither
shop prices.
Mr. Bradfield believes some
shops will lose a few customers
because of the higher prices
but thinks "most of them will
come back."
liaricuts went up from $1.25
to $1.50 in 1965.
Other officers of the chapter
are Henry Martin, vice presi-
dent; Albert Hill, secretary-
treasurer; Mrs. A. P. Martin,
corresponding secretary and
Zillman Burdette, chaplain.
ON DUTY IN VIETNAM —
Staff Sergeant Sidney Ford,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Mack
Ford of 3019 Travis rd., Mem-
phis, is seen here or, duty at
the Da Nang Air Base in
going to Southeast Asia, he nes
assigned to Randolph AFB,
Texas. The 1952 graduate Si
Geeter High school is the
husband of the former Miss
Evelyn Thomas of Seguin,
Vietnam, where he is a medi Texas. He attended San An-
cal supply supervisor with the I tonio college.
Pacific Air Forces. Before!
Adopt New Rules
For '68 Olympics
TEHRAN (UPI) — Avery
Brundage, president of the
International Olympic Com-
mittee Tuesday announced
new IOC rules to keep "dis-
honest amateurs out of the
Olympic Games.
But he acknowledged the
IOC could not keep govern-
ments entirely out of the Olym-
pic movement.
Brundage, a 6 9. year-old
U. S. millionaire, said for
the first time at the 1968
Grenoble Winter and Mexico
City Summer Games the
IOC will not leave it to the
National Olympic Committees
and International Sports Fede-
MAKES YOU LOOK
OLDER THAN MU ARE
WOMAN
Results!




TO BUY OR SELL
rations alone to determine if
would-be 0 I ympic athletes
really are amateurs.
"This time we are going to
control it," he said.
New entry forms flaw
being printed will make the
athlete "indicate how he earns
his living and who pays
him," Brundage said. "We do
not wart dishonest a m atures
who make sports a vacation."
Brundage said the 65th I 0 C
Congress just ended in Teh-
ran also clarified the some-
what hazy disapproval of
government officials serving





Officers have been elected
for the 1967 season of the
WDIA Baseball Leagues.
The officers are Melvin Tug-
gle, 2364 Rozell, president;
Jimmie D. Taylor, 1671 La-
Paoloma, vice president; Cecil
Boyld, 1941 Carver, second
vice president, and Mrs. Effie
Griffin, 1584 Latham, record-
ing secretary.
The WDIA Leagues' season
openers will be played in Belle-
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'Savannah State Gets $5,800
For Regents Scholarships
Savannah State College has
received a 95,800 allocation, to
be used for Regents' Scholar
ships, from the University Sys-
tem of Georgia. Only a resi-
dent of Georgia is eligible to
receive a Regent's Scholarship.
In order to be considered,
an applicant must rank in the
top 25 per cent of his class if
he has been enrolled in college
previously, or most be predicted
to achieve such a standing if
he will be a beginning student
in college.
A scholarship is awarded only
to an applicant who does not
have funds available from the
sources for expenses necessary
in obtaining a college educa-
tion,
The scholarships a r e avail-
able for any phase of higher
education, from the freshman
class through graduate school,
in most fields of Itudy offered
in the University Se,item in-
stitutions.
Anplications for scholarships
are due at Savannah State Col;
lege on April 29, to become
effective in September, at the
beginning of the aced emic
year.
The majority of these scho-
larships cover the full academ-
ic year of nine months, or
three quarters. A recipient may
renew a scholarship for as
long as he continues to meet
all eligibility requirements.
Each person receiving a Re-
gents' Scholarship is expected
to work in Georgia after receiv-
ing his college education
Each year of such employ-
ment reduces by $1,000 the re-
cipient's obligation for the total
amount of scholarships re-
ceived.
Any recipient who does not
TEETHING PAIN
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work in the State is expected
to repay the amount received,
plus interest.
All inquiries concerning ap-
plications or other details of
the scholarships should be di-
rected as 900.11 as possible to
Director of Student A i d, Sa-
vannah State College, Savan-
nah, Georgia.
's company
makes it a party
Seagram's 7 Crown—The Sure One




ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
'Unredeemed Pledges On Salt




BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AU MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
176 1117S REAL STREET 1116.5300.
'&NOTICE NEWSBOYS
Would you like to have the Tri-State Defender delivered
to your door weekly? YOU CAN EARN CASH FOR THOSE
SCHOOL ITEMS
Fill in the order klaak today, and start the Defender coming to yea weekly.
YOUR NAME  Mother's name 
Address 
Phone number
Mail to: TRI-STATE DEFENDER 236 South Wellington Street Memphis, Tennesee
Number of papers wanted weekly
THE TR1-STATE DEFENDER NEWSSTAND DIRECTORY
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